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Abstract
Sensors that are used in Internet-of-Things (IoT) area are hampered by extremely
high costs and excessive battery power consumption – but wireless, reflective, sensor-
tags could help address these issues. In agricultural applications: in order to monitor
a field of 500 plants, the operating cost will typically rack up hundreds of pounds
per field and will gobble tens of milliwatts per sensor. In this thesis we have tried
to address some of these shortfalls by opting for each plant to have an antenna,
one transistor that acts as a switch, and one microcontroller. Each sensor uses
wireless communication based on a reflections technology known as backscatter.
The antenna acts as a mirror and when it is illuminated with a signal, it reflects
back the wave. The signal comes from an FM radio station and it is freely available
in the air. The plant-sensor can modulate the information by a very smart switching
of this antenna. We are trying, under laboratory conditions, to combine this low
power, low-cost technology with tape-based, flexible nanomaterial printed sensors.
As nanotechnology enables flexible inkjet printed electronics to revolutionise IoT
applications, we developed a new technology and we hope that our nanomaterial-
based printed circuit sensors will help push state-of-the-art additive manufacturing
in agricultural technology.
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According to the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, food production must be
increased by 70% by 2050 [1]. In order to meet this demand, the use of wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) in agriculture is an essential way for larger production
capabilities [2]. Farmers will benefit by a high-range of energy-efficient sensors which
will reduce their operational costs and water waste in general. Sensing environmental
parameters as temperature, humidity and pressure over field areas can offer a precise
analysis of the generated micro-climate conditions. Today, one of the main challenges
is to minimise the cost and energy consumption of the existing sensor-nodes. There
is a variety of wireless sensor products in the market (i.e., ZigBee, LoRa) from
40 to 4000 USD per sensor-node. Thus the networking cost of 100 plants (e.g. one
sensor/plant) becomes prohibitive. The solution to this problem is a novel technique,
based on reflection principles and it is called backscatter communication. It is used
in radio frequency identification (RFID) systems where the sensor-node/tag receives
a radio frequency (RF) wave from an emitter and sends its information back to a
reader wirelessly by reflecting and modulating this incident RF signal.
This thesis discusses four novel implementations of a low-cost and low-power
tags for agricultural and general Internet-of-Things (IoT) applications that utilize
novel sensing and backscatter techniques at the same time. It is noted that all the
proposed tags can be a part of a backscatter WSN, transmitting data to a reader.
Typical RFID systems require a continuous wave (CW) emitter, the sensor
node/tag and a reader. In this thesis the reader is also defined as receiver. The









Figure 1.1: FM ambient backscatter concept. Broadcast music signals are modulated
by the tags and are scattered back to a reader.
Recently, the ambient RF signals have been proposed for backscatter commu-
nication instead of a CW signal. Ambient backscattering is an idea based on the
bistatic backscatter philosophy and could constitute a very promising novel approach
for extremely low power and low-cost communication systems. Cellular, television,
frequency modulation (FM) radio and Wi-Fi signals are typically widely available
in urban areas indoors and outdoors during day and night. In our case, as the
applications needs to be outdoors, far away from industrial centers, only the am-
bient FM signals are suitable for long-range communication. The tags, can reflect
the ambient music signals from nearby FM stations in order to communicate with
a FM receiver (Fig. 1.1). By using ambient signals for backscattering, the reader
architecture is simplified and its power consumption is reduced dramatically since
it does not need a transmitter but only a receiver circuit. The receiver consists of a
commercial low-cost software-defined radio (SDR) that downconverts the received
signal to baseband (0 Hz) and decodes it through a signal processing algorithm. The
novel proof-of-concept prototypes are batteryless and were powered by flexible solar
panels.
1.1 Document Overview
My contribution is relevant to backscatter sensor networks and energy harvest-
ing while my experience is based on designing energy harvesting circuits and low-
power/cost sensor circuits. The proposed work was designed and implemented dur-
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ing my studies in Heriot-Watt University and during my visit in ATHENA (Agile
Technologies for High-performance Electromagnetics Novel Applications) lab, Geor-
gia Institute of Technology. More specifically, I was with ATHENA lab under the
guidance of professor Manos Tentzeris and my supervisor Apostolos Georgiadis. I
joined the group as research scholar for 6 months. The School of Electrical and
Computer Engineering Georgia Institute of Technology has strong experience in
inkjet-printed sensors and RF electronics. During my visiting period, I was able
to: 1) Use of state-of-the-art fabrication, laboratory and test equipment. 2) Obtain
knowledge on 3D-printed/Inkjet-printed RF electronics, batteries and sensors.
This thesis presents tag implementations that has the potential to be the next
new primitive approach for extremely low power wireless communication systems.
The configurations are explained in individual chapters, with a total of six chapters
including the introduction chapter 1 and the future work chapter 6. Chapters 2,
3 present backscatter systems using dedicated CW emitters for the communication
while chapters 4, 5 describe the novel FM ambient backscatter technique without the
use of a dedicated CW emitter. A part of the proposed work (chapter 4) is a natural
continuation of my background and with the help and expertise of the host lab. It
must be noted that chapter 3 is a contribution of my collaborators Ricardo Correia
and Daniel Belo with Departamento de Electrónica, Telecomunicações e Informática,
Instituto de Telecomunicações, Universidade de Aveiro, Portugal. Every chapter has
its own introduction/conclusion section and every introduction section includes the
motivation and the literature review part. The thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 presents a novel, low-cost and low-power system for leaf sensing using
a new plant backscatter sensor node/tag. The latter, can result in the prevention
of water waste (water-use efficiency), when is connected to an irrigation system.
Specifically, a leaf sensor measures the temperature differential between the leaf
and the air, which is directly related to the plant water stress. The tag collects
information from the leaf sensor through an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and
communicates remotely with a low-cost software-defined radio (SDR) reader using
backscatter communication. The tag consists of the sensor board, a microcontroller
(MCU), an external timer and an RF front-end for communication. The timer pro-
duces a subcarrier frequency for simultaneous access of multiple tags. The proposed
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work could be scaled and be a part of a large backscatter WSN. The communica-
tion protocol exploits for the first time, low-complexity Morse code modulation on a
868 MHz carrier signal. The presented novel proof-of-concept prototype is battery-
less and was powered by a flexible solar panel consuming power around 20 µW. The
performance was validated in an indoors environment where wireless communication
was successfully achieved up to 2 m distance.
Chapter 3 presents the design of an IQ impedance modulator which is used
to generate Long-Range (LoRa) symbols with backscattering techniques, allowing
building low-power devices that may be compatible with the current LoRa net-
works. It is shown that a linear frequency modulated (LFM) chirp can be generated
by properly varying the phase of a reflected wave instead of directly varying its
instantaneous frequency. The proposed device consists of two RF transistors that
generate a set of impedances by changing their gate bias, allowing reflecting their
incident wave with predefined phase values. By joining these two reflected waves
in quadrature, a new set of impedances is obtained whose phases vary 360 degrees,
on a constant voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) circle. In order to validate
the proposed design, several LoRa symbols were generated, successfully transmitted
and decoded. Measurements of the bit error rate (BER) versus signal-to-noise ra-
tio (SNR) were conducted and shown to be in accordance with other related work.
Moreover, the impact of intentional perturbations added to the control bias volt-
ages was analyzed and tests over-the-air (OTA) were performed for different indoor
propagation scenarios.
Chapter 4 introduces a novel wireless tag and receiver system that utilizes broad-
cast FM signals for backscatter communication. Although backscatter radio commu-
nication is a mature technology used in RFID applications, ambient backscattering
is a novel approach taking advantage of ambient signals to simplify wireless system
topologies to just a sensor node and a receiver circuit eliminating the need for a
dedicated carrier source. The proposed tag consists of an ultra-low-power micro-
controller (MCU) and a radio frequency front-end for wireless communication. The
MCU can accumulate data from multiple sensors through an ADC, while it transmits
the information back to the receiver through the front-end by means of backscatter-
ing. The front-end uses On-Off keying (OOK) modulation and FM0 encoding with
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ambient FM station signals. The receiver consists of a commercial low-cost software-
defined radio which downconverts the received signal to baseband and decodes it
using a suitable signal processing algorithm. A theoretical analysis of the error rate
performance of the system is provided and compared to bit-error-rate measurements
on a fixed transmitter-tag-receiver laboratory setup with good agreement. The pro-
totype tag was also tested in a real-time indoor laboratory deployment. Operation
over a 5 m tag-reader distance was demonstrated by backscattering information at
2.5 Kbps featuring an energy per packet of 36.9 µJ.
Chapter 5 presents a novel wireless tag, which for the first time utilizes 4-pulse
amplitude modulation (4-PAM) technique to modulate the ambient backscattered
FM signals in order to send data to a nearby low-cost software-defined radio reader.
The tag is based on an RF front-end that uses a single transistor controlled by an
ultra low-power MCU. The MCU includes an ADC for sensing and a digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) for RF front-end control. A proof-of-concept prototype is
demonstrated in an indoor environment with the low bit rate of 345 bps and power
consumption 27 µW. It operated using a FM station 34.5 Km away and the tag-to-
reader distance was tested from 1 m. The value of energy spent in this modulator





Recently, IoT has become the trend for networking every day objects so as to au-
tomate and make easier our daily lives. During the last decade there has been a
rapid growth of the technologies related to IoT, applying mechanical, material and
electrical innovations in a variety of sectors such as agriculture, smart cities, smart
homes and autonomous vehicles. In the near future IoT is expected to connect mil-
lions of sensors through WSNs. The most important challenge for IoT applications,
is the minimization of the cost and energy dissipation of the sensors. Keeping the
massive number of energy-constrained IoT sensors active with low cost designs is
a key issue. For example, in farming applications, covering a big field with dozens
of sensors requires a cost on the order of thousands Euros (100 ∼ 200 EUR per
sensor node). In case of sensors that are deployed within materials such as walls or
even the human body, battery recharging or replacement is difficult if not impos-
sible. Commercial radio modules used in IoT devices typically use power-hungry
RF chains including oscillators, mixers and DACs resulting in significant limitations
of the battery life. One particularly promising approach to alleviate these issues is
backscatter communication [3] that allows IoT sensor nodes-tags to transmit data by
reflecting and modulating an incident RF wave [4]. Communication using backscat-
ter principles has been widely deployed in the application of RFID for passive tags
[5]. The wireless communication part (RF front-end) of each tag can be simplified
into a single RF transistor and an antenna, which can be used for each sensor tag
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to send information to a base station (reader). In this case the tags are battery-free
and can operate using only RF power transmitted from an RFID reader resulting
in communication ranges up to several meters [6, 7].
Alternatively, semi-passive tags (energy assisted) are built in bi-static architec-
tures where the CW emitter and the reader are not co-located [8]. The tag power
is supplied by a small battery and longer communication distances can be achieved.
For example, in a recent work [9] an effective communication was observed over a
tag-to-reader distance in excess of 250 m. In [10], a field programmable gate array
(FPGA) based tag can create up to 11 Mbps WiFi and ZigBee compatible signals
by backscattering Bluetooth transmissions.
Binary amplitude shift keying or phase shift keying (ASK or PSK) modulations
are commonly used for the communication between the tag and reader, such that
information is encoded using two states of the amplitude or the phase of the reflected
CW [11]. For example in the WISP platform [6], the communication protocol em-
ploys 2-ASK modulation to encode the bits 1 and 0 with long and short gaps in RF
power, respectively. Recently, a body implanted device powered by a 13.56 MHz
wireless power transfer (WPT) link, uplinks neural data at 915 MHz using a binary
(BPSK) backscatter modulation [12]. In the aforementioned examples, the reader
provides the CW for supply and communication purposes.
In order to increase the data rate, other works have exploited higher order mod-
ulation schemes for semi-passive and passive sensor networks [13–15]. In [14] the
authors present a 4-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) scheme for backscat-
ter communication enabling the transmission of 2 bits per symbol instead of 1 bit
with 2-ASK, effectively increasing the data rate and leading to a reduced on-chip
power consumption. The modulator involved a battery-assisted (semi-passive) and
a passive tag operating in the range of 850− 950 MHz. This system demonstrated
transmission of 4-PSK/4-QAM with a bit rate of 400 kbps and with static power
dissipation of 115 nW. The backscatter modulator uses four lumped impedances con-
nected to an RF switch and it was controlled by a microcontroller (MCU). The same
authors developed a 16-QAM modulator for ultra high frequency (UHF) backscatter
communication with five switches. Using a 16-to-1 multiplexer, they were able to
modulate the antenna load between 16 different states [16]. The tag was tested on
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a 915 MHz, +23 dBm, CW signal. The tag-to-reader range was measured at 1.24 m
with a high bit rate 96 Mbps. In [17] a novel backscatter modulator is presented
which employs a Wilkinson power divider and two switches. The divider intro-
duces a phase shift in one of the branches and two transistors acting as switches.
High order backscatter modulations of M-QAM or M-pulse amplitude modulation
(M-PAM) can be achieved as each transistor can be controlled with different volt-
age levels to achieve different reflection coefficient values. The 16-QAM modulator
demonstrated in [17], features an energy consumption as low as 6.7 pJ/bit for a bit
rate of 120 Mbps. In work [18] is presenting a 5.8 GHz RF-powered complemen-
tary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transceiver with 32-QAM communication
scheme. The uplink part uses the backscattering technique with a modulation 32-
QAM while consuming 113 µW at 0.6 V. The RF font-end of the design consists
of two transistors and the quadrature modulation is realized by two intermediate
frequency (IF) signals (I/Q). In [19] a tutorial survey of backscatter modulation is
provided as an emerging means for short-range low-rate communications. It pro-
vides the relationship between on-tag power harvesting and forward error correction
applied to the higher order modulation work [13].
Ambient backscattering is an idea based on the bistatic backscatter philoso-
phy and could constitute a very promising novel approach for extremely low power
and low cost communication system [20]. In the next chapters 4, 5 we describe
two communication systems with different modulation schemes using the ambient
backscattering technique.
2.2 Backscatter for Agriculture
Precision agriculture methods allow farmers to maximize yields using minimal re-
sources such as water, fertilizer, pesticides and seeds. By deploying sensors and
monitoring fields, farmers can manage their crops at micro scale [21]. This is also
useful in order to predict diseases, conserve the resources and reduce the impacts of
the environment. Smart agriculture has roots going back to the 1980s when global
positioning system (GPS) capability became accessible for civilian use. Once farm-
ers were able to accurately map their crop fields, they could monitor and apply
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fertilizer and weed treatments only to areas that required it. During the 1990s,
early precision agriculture users adopted crop yield monitoring to generate fertil-
izer and pH correction recommendations. As more variables could be measured by
sensors and were introduced into a crop model, more accurate recommendations
could be made. The combination of the aforementioned systems with WSNs allows
multiple unassisted embedded devices (sensor nodes) to transmit wirelessly data to
central base stations [22, 23]. The base stations are able to store the data into cloud
databases for worldwide processing and visualization [24]. Data (e.g., temperature,
humidity, pressure) are collected from different on-board physical sensors: dielectric
soil moisture sensors, for instance, are widespread for moisture measurements, since
they can estimate the moisture levels through the dielectric constant of the soil,
which changes as the soil moisture is changing.
Transpiration is an important physiological process of plants and it is defined as
the evaporation of water from leaves (through stomata), stems and flowers. After
the watering procedure, water uptake by roots, transport through the xylem and
goes out from the stomata of leaves to the atmosphere. When the stomata are
open, water vapour escapes from the leaves, increasing the local humidity on the
leaf surface. Consequently, by installing humidity sensors on leaves surface it is
possible to monitor that humidity variation. In [25], the authors have developed
graphene-based “tattoo” sensors in order to track the key time points at which
significant water loss occurs at the leaves. The sensing is based on changes in the
electrical resistance of graphene strips in different moisture levels.
Leaf sensing is an another way to measure the water status of a plant. When
compared to soil moisture sensors, they can provide more accurate data since the
measurements are directly taken on the plant and not through the soil or the at-
mosphere (air), which surround the latter [26]. Commercial leaf sensors are involve
phytometric devices that measure the water deficit stress (WDS) by monitoring the
moisture level in plant leaves. In recent works [27, 28], a leaf sensor is used to mea-
sure the plant’s leaf thickness in order to determine the WDS. In the second work,
the thickness measurement was taken with a Hall-effect sensor, placed between two
magnets. The sensor presented in [27] is provided by AgriHouse Inc. and it costs
290 USD without the wireless communications equipment. It is suitable for real-
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time monitoring in aeroponics, hydroponics and drip irrigation systems [29]. In an
extreme WDS scenario, the leaf thickness can be decreased dramatically (by as much
as 45%) within a short period of time (2 hours). On other occasions, the leaf thick-
ness can be kept fairly constant for several days, but can be decreased substantially
when WDS became too severe for the plant [27]. Despite such favourable features,
this class of sensors can only be used in controlled environments (i.e., greenhouses)
in combination with other type of sensors. This is because a direct relationship
seems to exist between leaf thickness and the relative humidity of the ambient air,
temperature, soil temperature and soil salinity [27].
Since a major role of transpiration is leaf cooling, canopy temperature and its
reduction relative to ambient air temperature is an indication of how capable is tran-
spiration in cooling the leaves [30]. The use of canopy temperature as an indicator of
crop water stress has been the subject of much research over the past 30 years. Based
on the above, a different type of leaf sensor for WDS monitoring, is described in [26]
and is using two temperature sensors. One sensor measures the canopy temperature
on the leaf (Tleaf) and the other sensor measures the atmospheric temperature (Tair).
The difference Tleaf−Tair is strictly related to the plant water stress and can be used
as decision parameter in a local irrigation system [31]. Canopy temperature and
water stress are related: when the soil moisture is reduced, stomatal closure occurs
on the leaves resulting to reduced transpirational cooling. The canopy temperature
is then increased above that of the air [32]. In a plant with adequate water supply,
the term Tleaf−Tair will be zero or negative, but when the available water is limited,
the difference will be positive.
The leaf sensors that were described above are different from the well known leaf
wetness sensors (LWS). A LWS can detect the leaf wetness which is a meteorological
parameter that describes the amount of dew and precipitation left on leaf surfaces.
Leaf wetness can be caused by dew, fog, rain or overhead irrigation. Today, the
LWS are used most for disease-warning systems [33] and provided by companies like
Davis Instruments Inc. or Meter Environment Inc. [34]. For example, PHYTOS31
sensor [34] can monitor the level of surface moisture on foliage, with range from 0
(completely dry) to 15 (saturated). The sensor measures the dielectric constant of
the sensor’s upper surface, and it can detect the presence of water or ice anywhere
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on the sensor’s surface.
The agricultural applications frequently involve large, expansive areas where wire
connection for communication and power is undesirable or impracticable [22]. The
high-cost and the high-power requirements of the today WSN hardware prevent its
usage in agriculture. The deployment of these systems therefore relies on reducing
the cost to an affordable amount. Capital expenditure relates to the cost of the
hardware, which should therefore be maintained minimum. Energy autonomy for the
sensor achieved by a combination of minimizing power consumption and harvesting
ambient energy is likewise critical in order to reduce operational costs. Above factors
drive the demand for low-cost, low-power WSN systems.
Backscatter radio communication in combination with the use of energy assisted
(or not) sensor tags is a method that could addresses the aforementioned constraints.
It is a very energy-efficient communication technique thus the RF signal is used
not only for the communication, but also, for the power of the tag [35]. In the
recent literature, backscatter WSNs for smart agriculture purposes [9, 36–38] were
proposed. In [9, 36], soil moisture and humidity sensors were proposed. A proof-
of-concept demonstration was presented where the tags send measurements to a
SDR reader. The WSNs employ semi-passive tags in bistatic topology and each
backscatter sensor tag has power consumption of the order of 1 mW. The achieved
communication range (tag-reader distance) is of the order of 100 m; this is achieved
by supplying the tags with small batteries thereby enabling increased communication
range. In [37], electric potential (EP) signals of plants can be measured by the tag in
order to estimate when the plant needs water; in that work, the tags are batteryless
and they harvest energy from the plant itself. In [38] two UHF RFID sensor nodes
for soil moisture sensing were designed based on conventional RFID chips.
This chapter discusses the implementation of a low-cost and low-power wireless
sensor system for agricultural applications, which uses a novel plant, backscatter
sensor node/tag. Similarly in [39], is presented the same sensing concept based on
a commercial RFID chip. The tag is fabricated on polylactic acid (PLA) flexible
substrate and was able to operate in semi-active mode, supplied by a flexible solar
cell. Preliminary results on this sensor node were proposed in [40]. The tag is
connected with a temperature leaf sensor board for WDS measurements and reflects
11







Figure 2.1: Bistatic collocated backscatter communication setup. Plant sensing is
achieved by the tags and the information is sent back to a low-cost reader. Infor-
mation is modulated using Morse coding on a 868 MHz radiated carrier.
RF signals from a carrier emitter. It is noted that the proposed system can be
a part of a backscatter WSN, transmitting data to a reader as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Specifically the tag architecture consists of a MCU and an external timer for the
modulation. There is also a sensor board for the measurements and an FR front-
end for the backscatter communication. The tag reads the information from the
sensors and generates pulses that control an RF switch. The Morse code was used
for the backscatter modulation and to the best of our knowledge, it is the first time
that this technique is taken into consideration for a backscatter WSN system. The
Morse code was selected due its low-complexity modulation scheme and receiver
implementation. It is based on well-known On-Off keying (OOK) modulation which
means that a frequency signal exists in only two states either “On” or “Off”. Morse
code and OOK contribute to architectural and power consumption efficiencies for the
tag. A low-cost SDR is used as reader and collects the signals for further processing.
The 868 MHz in the European RFID band was selected as carrier emitter frequency.
The structure of the this chapter is as follows: Section 2.3 provides the ba-
sic principles of backscatter communication. Section 2.4 describes Morse encoding
technique in details. In Section 2.5 the design and the implementation of the tag
is described. Section 2.6 discusses the hardware and software part of the low-cost
receiver. Section 2.7 presents the proof-of-concept experimental setup and a commu-
nication indoor demo. In Section 2.8, the benefits of our proposed low-power WSN
and future work are discussed. Finally, section 2.9 includes concluding remarks.
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h =aCT CT CTδ( τ )t-
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CW Transmitter
Figure 2.2: Left: Two-state antenna S11 parameters on a Smith chart. Right:
Bistatic backscatter principle. The emitter transmits a carrier signal and the tag
reflects a small amount of the approaching signal back to the reader. The tag
modulates the backscattered signal by changing the load connected to its antenna
terminals resulting in a Γi change between two values (states).
2.3 Backscatter Principles
A general backscatter system can be implemented in a bistatic or monostatic archi-
tecture and requires a CW emitter, the tag and a reader. Traditional batteryless
RFID systems utilize monostatic architectures were the reader includes the trans-
mitter (CW emitter) and the receiver. The tag receives a CW carrier signal with
frequency Fc and scatters a fraction of it back to the reader as shown in Fig. 2.2
(right). It superimposes the sensor information on top of the carrier by appropriately





with Zi and Za denoting the load and the tag antenna impedance. (.)
∗ is the complex-
conjugate operator and Γi is a modified voltage reflection coefficient that reduces
to the usual form of transmission-line reflection coefficient when Za is real [43].
Typically the antenna impedance is chosen to be 50 Ohm. For binary modulation,
the reflected signal is modulated by switching the load between two discrete values
(Z1 and Z2) effectively resulting in two reflection coefficient values, (Γ1 and Γ2)
over time. The 180 degrees difference between the two load values (Fig. 2.2, left)
is necessary for maximization of backscatter performance. The reader captures the
reflected signal at a frequency fc+∆F and an additional phase φ and then filters out
the high frequency components. ∆F is the carrier frequency offset (CFO) between
13
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the emitter and the reader. According to [8] the received signal can be expressed in
the following complex baseband form:










where Ac is the carrier amplitude, αCR, αCT, αTR ∈ R and φCR, φCTR ∈ [0, 2π).
Moreover τTR is the time delay constant of the tag-reader channel. Term s is related
to the tag scattering efficiency and tag antenna gain at a given direction. The term
αCRe
jφCR defines the component which depends on the emitter-to-reader channel
(hCR in Fig. 2.2). The tag signal is a direct function of Γ over time and the term
αCTαTRe
jφCTR scales and rotates the modulated part of the tag signal. This term
depends on the transmitter-to-tag and tag-to-reader channel parameters (hCT and
hTR in Fig. 2.2). Finally, n(t) is the complex thermal Gaussian noise at the receiver.
dot (”.”) dash (”-”)
Tdot Tdash TdotTdot
F +Fc tagF -Fc tag Fc
Figure 2.3: Left: In Backscatter principle when a Fc carrier exists and the RF switch
frequency is Ftag, two subcarriers appear with frequencies F c± Ftag. Right: Morse
code symbols.
In this work dislocated bistatic architecture is employed [42]; the emitter trans-
mits a CW signal at frequency Fc = 868 MHz. The tag receives and scatters a
fraction of it back to the reader as shown in Fig. 2.2. The backscatter binary com-
munication can be implemented on the tag using an RF switch, an antenna and a
control unit. The switch alternates the load of the antenna between two values Z1/2
and offers two reflection coefficients, Γ1/2. When the CW with frequency Fc arrives
on the antenna and the RF switch frequency is Ftag, frequency modulation occurs
and two subcarriers appear in the spectrum with frequencies Fsub1/2 = Fc ± Ftag.
The reflected signal (subcarriers) and the carrier are depicted in Fig. 2.3 (left). The
subcarriers are next modulated using the Morse code scheme as it is described in
14
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the next section.
2.4 Morse Encoding
Morse code is a method of transmitting text information as a series of On-Off tones,
named after the inventor of the telegraph Samuel F. B. Morse in the 1830s [44]. It
is referred as the earliest type of binary digital communications since the code is
made solely from ones and zeros (“On” and “Off”). In modern times Morse code
is still used widely in amateur radio communications, as Morse coded signals can
get a message through noise, whereas a voice signal often cannot. Each letter of the
alphabet is translated to combinations of dots “.” and dashes “-” that are sent over
telegraph wires or by radio waves from one place to another. For example, the letter
“A” is translated to the sequence “.-” with elements one dot and one dash symbol.
Lets assume that the duration of a dot (Tdot) is one unit, then the duration a dash
is three units (3Tdot). Dot and dash symbols are followed by a short silence, equal
to one unit (Fig. 2.3, right). The space between the elements of one letter/character
is one unit, between characters is three units and between words, seven units.
The Morse code is the only digital modulation designed to be easily read without
a computer. Today it is usually used by radio amateurs and it is the fist time that
is used in backscatter communication. The OOK modulation is used to transmit
Morse code signals over a fixed radio frequency. The OOK is a simplest form of
ASK modulation that can represent digital data using a presence (“On”) or an
absence (“Off”) of a carrier signal. With OOK modulation and thus Morse code,
the complexity of the receiver and the tag is drastically simplified compared to a FM
scheme thus there is no need for a different frequency for each symbol [45]. Also,
Morse code was designed so that the most frequently used letters have the shortest
codes. In general, code length increases as frequency decreases.
In this work, the “.” (dot of Morse code) is implemented as a signal with a
specific duration Tdot and frequency Ftag. As it is expected, the “-” (dash in Morse
code) is implemented using a frequency signal with three times the duration of the
dot signal. The Tdot value is defined by the MCU and the Ftag value is defined by the
external timer of the tag. The dot and dash frequency signals are shown in Fig. 2.3
15
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Figure 2.4: Printed circuit boards of the tag and the solar cell. The watchdog timer
(top) and the timer module (bottom) are connected with the main processor unit
in the middle.
(left). The speed of Morse code is stated in words per minute (WPM) and according
to the standards, the word PARIS is used to determine it. The word is translated to
exactly 50 units and one dot duration is defined by the formula: Tdot = 1200/WPM
with Tdot in ms.
2.5 Tag Implementation
2.5.1 Main Unit
Our proof-of-concept tag consists of five different parts implemented in different
printed circuit boards (PCBs) for simplifying debugging. These parts are a MCU
unit, a timer part, a watchdog timer part, a sensor board, and finally an RF front-
end. The MCU unit (Fig. 2.4, middle board) is the main part of the system and it
is responsible for the sensor-data acquisition, the implementation of the Morse code
symbols and the control of all the other parts. The schematic of the main system
is depicted in Fig. 2.5. The ultra-low-power 8-bit PIC16LF1459 from Microchip
Inc. with current consumption of only 25 µA/MHz at 1.8 V [46] was selected for
16





































Figure 2.5: The schematic of the tag’s main unit. The main part, is a low-power
microcontroller (MCU) that controls the sensors, the timer and the RF front-end.
the MCU. In sleep mode, the MCU current consumption was only 0.6 µA at 1.8 V.
The MCU collects data from the sensor board using the internal ADC with 10-bit
resolution. The internal 31 kHz low-power oscillator was utilized as clock source
in order to reduce the power consumption of the tag. The MCU contains also a
DAC with 5-bit resolution and is responsible to supply all the parts of the tag with
voltage when it is necessary. The main part is connected with a µW timer for the
subcarrier signal (Ftag) production and an external watchdog timer to wake up the
MCU from the “sleep” operation mode.
2.5.2 Timer Modules
The timer module (Fig. 2.4, bottom) consists of a very low-power timer (TS3002),
a voltage reference and a switch. It is responsible for producing the subcarrier
frequency of the tag Ftag and modulating this subcarrier through the switch. The
low-power single-pole, single-throw (SPST) switch ADG902 was used in this case and
one of the MCU input/output (I/O) pins was programmed to provide the necessary
Morse code pulses for the control. The implemented circuit is depicted in Fig. 2.6.
The TS3002 is a CMOS oscillator provided by Silicon Labs Inc., fully specified to
operate at around 1 V and to consume current lower than 5 µA with an output
frequency range from 5.2 kHz to 290 kHz [47]. The timer was supplied by a voltage
reference integrated circuit (IC) XC6504 at 1.2 V [48] in order to reduce the power
consumption. XC6504 provides also stable reference voltage at the ADC of the
17






























Figure 2.6: Timer and RF front-end schematic of the tag. The timer produces
square wave pulses with 50% duty circle and supplies the RF front-end through a
modulation switch (ADG902). The ADG902 switch is controlled by the MCU.
tag and it is activated by an I/O pin of MCU. The output frequency of the timer
is programmed by using two parallel external resistors, a capacitor and a voltage
value. The square wave pulses have 50 % duty cycle and the maximum oscillation





with Rset = R1R2/(R1 + R2). In our proof-of-concept prototype two identical re-
sistors were used with value of 6.2 MOhm and tolerance 1% in order to avoid the
frequency jitter. The output frequency was programmed to 34.3 kHz and the power
consumption of the timer circuit was measured at 2.62 µW (1.8 V). Is is noticed that
the above measurement includes the power consumption of the voltage reference IC.
The timer module was fabricated in a separate PCB for debug purposes and is de-
picted in Fig. 2.4 (bottom). The TS3002 can be configured as a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) by applying a positive voltage value at Vprog terminal and the Ftag
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Figure 2.7: Power consumption of the TS3002 timer versus the output frequency
(Ftag) versus the control voltage Vprog.
with Vprog,max, the maximum value of Vprog when the timer gives zero frequency at
its output. In Fig. 2.7, it is shown the ultra-low-power consumption of the timer
versus different frequencies at the output. Each frequency value corresponds to a
different control voltage (Vprog).
In case of a multiple access scheme, we have multiple tags in the same network
sending information simultaneously. Each tag must operate in different Ftag fre-
quency and the embedded DAC could be used in order to tune every tag in different
subcarrier. The DAC can supply the timer with 25 distinct voltage levels (Vprog)
corresponding to 32 distinct subcarriers resulting in 32 tags in the same network.
In this work the DAC is not used in order to reduce the overall power consumption
of the prototype tag. The subcarrier frequency was programmed manually by using
only the two resistors. Vprog terminal was connected to the ground.
A duty cycle operation of the tag was programmed for minimization of the av-
erage power consumption. The tag was active only for a desired minimum period
of time and a watchdog timer was used as a real-time clock (RTC). Specifically, the
nano power TPL5010 timer from Texas Instruments [50] was utilized, which con-
sumes only 35 nA. The TPL5010 can work as RTC and allows the MCU to be placed
in sleep mode. It can provide an interrupt signal in selectable timing intervals from
0.1 to 7200 s by programming two external parallel resistors. It was programmed to
wake up the MCU every 4 s activating the duty cycle operation of the system. The
19
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Figure 2.8: Left: Sensor board schematic with low power LMT70A sensors in





Figure 2.9: Printed circuit board with low-power LMT84 temperature sensors. The
sensor board can be placed easily on a leaf.
PCB of the watchdog timer is shown in Fig. 2.4 (top).
2.5.3 Sensor Board
The sensor board consists of two analog temperature sensors “LMT84” by Texas
Instruments (Fig. 2.9, left). Each sensor is connected with an ADC input and
consumes 5.4 µA at 1.8 V [51]. The accuracy of each one is ±0.4◦C, while both
were placed on a “clip” scheme board in order to be easily mounted on a leaf. The
prototype placed and on a leaf and the schematic of the sensors board, are depicted
in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.8 (Left), respectively. The temperature sensor seen on the top
measures the air temperature (Tair), while a similar sensor under the leaf surface is
placed in direct contact with the leaf and measures the canopy temperature Tleaf.
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8.12 cm 8.12 cm
Figure 2.10: Top: Low-cost software-defined radio. Bottom: RF front-end board
with ADG919 switch.







where Vleaf/air is the ADC value in mV and Tleaf/air is temperature in
◦C. The MCU
collects data from sensors one by one in order to minimize the instantaneous power
consumption. The two ADC measurements were encoded using the Morse code and
were sent back to the receiver. At the receiver, the signal from both sensors is
decoded in terms of a voltage value (mV) and the temperature is then calculated
using the (2.5). Subsequently, the temperature difference Tleaf − Tair is estimated
and recorded.
2.5.4 RF Front-end
The RF front-end part consists of an RF switch and a custom dipole antenna as it
is depicted in Fig. 2.10 (bottom). The schematic of the board is shown in Fig. 2.8
(Right). The RF front-end is connected to the ADG902 switch of the timer module
(Fig. 2.6). It is used for the wireless communication with the reader and it it
responsible for creating the reflections of the incident CW signal. The single-pole,
double-throw (SPDT) switch ADG919 [52] was selected due to its low insertion loss
and high “OFF” isolation. The “RFC” and the “RF2” terminals of the RF switch
were connected to the two arms of dipole antenna. The antenna was connected
directly with the RF switch without any connector in order to avoid the extra losses.
The dipole antenna has omnidirectional attributes at the vertical to its axis level
21
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Figure 2.11: Flow chart of the tag algorithm. This algorithm was implemented in
the MCU and controls all the peripherals of the tag.
and was designed for operation at 868 MHz. The bottom picture of Fig. 2.10 shows
the fabricated prototype and the dimensions of the antenna. The RF front-end was
fabricated using copper tape on cardboard substrate.
2.5.5 Tag Analysis
In this work a solar panel harvester was employed for powering the tag. Solar energy
could be used to power the tag also in combination with other energy harvesting
technologies [53]. This solar module is the flexible, thin-film SP3-37 provided by
PowerFilm Inc. [54]. The solar panel charges a 11 mF super capacitor (CPH3225A)
instead of a battery through a low voltage drop Schottky diode. For the diode,
the SMS7630-079LF by Skyworks Inc. with forward voltage drop only 150 mV was
selected. The solar panel, the diode and the capacitor positions are depicted in
Fig. 2.4.
On the tag, a real-time algorithm was implemented in order to read the sensor
information and wirelessly transmit it to the receiver. The steps of the algorithm
are shown in Fig. 2.11. Initially, an interrupt signal coming from the watchdog timer
is used to wake up the MCU. Next, initialization of the system (ADC, clock, I/O
pins) is achieved and the ADC is enabled for data capture. The temperature sensors
are consecutively powered and the ADC reads the data from each one. The ADC
22
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500 mV/div - 50 ms/div
. . -  -  - . . . . -.
500 mV/div - 10 us/div
Freq: 33.06 kHz, Duty C: 51%
Figure 2.12: Oscilloscope measurement of a Morse coded word: “. . - - - . . . . .
-” corresponding to ”2E4” word. This square wave signal is used to control the RF
front-end.
is turned off immediately after this action for reducing the energy consumption. In
the next step, the TS3002 timer and the ADG902/919 switches are switched on
two steps before the data sending. This is necessary for the frequency stabilization
of the timer. The tag was programmed to send a Morse coded word with fixed
format every time the algorithm is running. The format of the word was defined as
“ADCDATA1EADCDATA2” with ADCDATA1, ADCDATA2, the ADC values, varied for
0 to 1023. The sensor data were separated by the letter “E” and without any spaces
between them. The goal was to create a short word to minimize the transmission
time and thus the energy consumption. The letter “E” is the most common letter in
English alphabet and has the shortest code, a single dot. The word is then translated
in dots and dashes using the frequency Ftag of the timer and baseband pulses coming
from the MCU.
The MCU produces baseband pulses that contain the dots, dashes and the spaces
between them. This signal is coming from an I/O pin and is used to modulate the
timer’s frequency signal through the ADG902 switch. In Fig. 2.12 an oscilloscope
measurement of a modulated example signal at the output of ADG902 switch is
shown. The word of “2E4” was selected as an example and it is translated in “. . -
- - . . . . . -”, while each dot/dash is a 33 kHz signal with different duration.
The required spaces between the Morse code symbols can also be observed. In order
to send this word wirelessly, the RF switch ADG919 is fed with this signal and the
incident CW carrier is modulated again by the tag information. In the last step
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of the algorithm, the switches and the timer were switched off and the tag goes to
sleep mode. The time duration of the algorithm depends from the ADC data and
the worst-case scenario is the word “1023E1023”. This is because the ADC has
10 resolution and the measurement varies from 0 to 1023 value. In that case the
duration of the whole process lasts 2.8 s assuming 104.3 WPM speed.
2.6 Receiver
2.6.1 Software-Defined Radio
In our system the temperature ADC data are received by a low-cost SDR. This
receiver is the “NESDR SMArt” SDR available by the NooElec Inc. (Fig. 2.10,
top) [55]. It is an improved version of classic RTL SDR dongle based on the
same RTL2832U demodulator with universal serial bus (USB) interface and R820T2
tuner. The new version provides a better oscillator, temperature stability and an-
tenna improvements compared to the old one. It comes with an ultra-low phase
noise 0.5 PPM temperature compensated crystal oscillator (Phase noise @100 KHz:
−152 dBc/Hz). The dongle was redesigned with an RF-suitable voltage regulator
with under 10 µVRMS of noise for lower power consumption. Power consumption
has been reduced by an average of 10 mA according to manufacturer [55]. A custom
heatsink is affixed to the primary PCB for temperature improvement and it comes
with a low-loss RG58 feed cable and SubMiniature version A (SMA) antenna con-
nector for better signal reception. The tuning frequency range varies from 24 MHz
to 1850 MHz with sampling rate up to 2.8 MS/s and noise figure about 3.5 dB.
Gain control is also provided through the embedded low noise amplifier (LNA) at
the input of R820T2, while at the output through a variable gain amplifier. It down-
converts the received RF signal to baseband and it sends real (I) and imaginary (Q)
signal samples to a computer through the USB interface. All the above parameters
make it suitable for our application also noting that the required sampling rate is
quite low (250 kS/s) and it costs only 12.8 GBP. The receiver was connected with
a 868 MHz monopole antenna to receive the signals from the tag.
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Figure 2.13: Flow chart of the real-time receiver algorithm. The decoding algorithm
was implemented in MATLAB software.
2.6.2 Receiver Algorithm
A real-time algorithm was implemented in MATLAB software in order to detect
the reflected signals. The implemented algorithm is available in Appendix A.1.
The SDR can be connected with MATLAB through the open course GNU radio
framework [56]. In the algorithm, the subcarrier frequency Ftag of the tag is known
and the algorithm collects data in a window with duration: 2×length(maximum
word). As shown in Fig. 2.13, the received I and Q digitized samples were combined
together in complex numbers. CFO was estimated and the signal was corrected. This
accounts for the difference in carrier frequency between the SDR and the emitter,
providing the variance between the real values and the estimated values of the
subcarrier signal. The CFO was estimated after the samples were collected and
then all samples were frequency shifted accordingly. The absolute value is taken
and a bandpass filter with center frequency Ftag is applied in order to appear the
Morse code word. After considering the signal magnitude, a matched filter was
applied to appear the baseband Mode symbols. The matched filter is a square pulse
with duration Tdot. The received signal of the Fig. 2.12 word is shown in Fig. 2.14,
(a) after the band-pass filtering. In Fig. 2.14, (b) is shown the above signal after
matched filtering. The matched filtering was followed by downsampling with a factor
of 100 for reducing of the computational complexity. Next, the received signal must
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Figure 2.14: A received signal including a Morse coded word in three different steps
of decoding algorithm.
be digitized using a threshold level. Automatic gain control (AGC) and threshold
decision is needed because the signal strength varies over time. The digitization
procedure, which is using a suitable threshold, is depicted in Fig. 2.14, (c). The
digitized signal was classified in order to detect the Morse code symbols and thus
the alphabet characters. For the classification, a group of tokens was used with
each token to be an English alphabet character translated in dots and dashes. The
output of the algorithm is the English text and number representation of the Morse
word.
2.7 Experimental Results
The proof-of-concept system was tested indoors in a setup depicted in Fig. 2.15
in order to validate the effectiveness of our backscatter communication system.
The emitter, the tag and the reader were tested in dislocated bistatic architec-
ture in Heriot-Watt University electromagnetic lab [42]. A signal generator with a
monopole antenna was utilized as the CW emitter at 868 MHz, with a transmission
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Receiver Signal Pocessing Unit
Figure 2.15: Experimental indoor backscatter topology. The tag was measured in
dislocated bistatic architecture 2 m away from emitter and receiver antennas.
power of 13 dBm. The SDR reader was used as the software-defined receiver in the
same position with the emitter. The receiver was tuned to 868 MHz with sampling
rate 250 kbps. The distance between the reader and emitter antenna was fixed at
17.27 cm (λ/2). The tag was placed 2 m away from the emitter/reader antennas and
was programmed to produce words with Morse code symbols. Each word contains
the Tleaf and Tair values in mV at 104.3 WPM speed. The sensor node has low-power
consumption and was supplied by the solar panel and the super capacitor. An office
lamb was used as an indoor source of light. Results shown that the transmitted
words can be presented clearly at the receiver.
Table 2.1 provides cost of the most significant components of the tag and the
current consumption of each one. In active mode, the maximum overall dissipated
current at 1.8 V was measured 11.5 µA (20.7 µW) when the ADC was off and
201 µA (362 µW) when the ADC was active. In the sleep mode operation the current
consumption was 0.6 µA (1 µW). Finally, using discrete electronic components in
terms of bill of materials (BOM), the tag results in the cost of 14.1 GBP and the
prices of each component were found from online suppliers on the order of one.
Looking at the market, we found only one leaf sensor provided by Agrihouse Inc.
It costs 290 USD without the wireless communication equipment and according to
the above, this work seems to be a promising low-cost alternative solution in order
to monitor the WDS of the plans.
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Table 2.1: Tag Current Consumption & Cost Analysis
Tag Part Cost (GBP) Current (µA)
MCU (PIC16F1459) 1.44 -
ACTIVE MODE (ADC OFF) - 3.3 @VDD = 1.8 V
ACTIVE MODE (ADC ON) - 198.4 @VDD = 1.8 V
SLEEP MODE - 0.6 @VDD = 1.8 V
Timer (TS3002) 0.54 2.2 @VDD = 1.2 V
Voltage Reference (XC6504) 0.42 0.6 @VDD = 1.8 V
Watchdog timer (TPL5010) 0.93 0.035 @VDD = 1.8 V
RF Switches (ADG902+ADG919) 2.39 + 2.49 0.1 @VDD = 1.8 V
Temp Sensors (2×LMT84) 0.64 + 0.64 5.3 @VDD = 1.8 V
Super Cap (CPH3225A) 2.05 -
Solar Panel (SP3-37) 2.20 -
Sum 14.16 -
Sum ACTIVE MODE (ADC OFF) - 11.5 @VDD = 1.8 V
Sum ACTIVE MODE (ADC ON) - 201 @VDD = 1.8 V
Sum SLEEP MODE - 0.6 @VDD = 1.8 V
2.8 System Considerations
The architecture of the proposed WSN could include many low-cost emitters/read-
ers, installed in a field and around them, multiple, backscatter sensors can be spread.
For example, multiple carrier emitters can be placed around a central reader and
around them, could be placed multiple low-power and low-cost tags. Carrier emitters
can be simple devices that comprise of an oscillator and a power amplifier while the
reader can be implemented in a commodity software- defined radio (SDR) device.
Working in cells that contain groups of tags, each tag can backscatter information to
the receiver at a specific subcarrier frequency. The tags inside each cell will employ
frequency-division-multiple-access (FDMA) scheme, whereas the emitters/readers
could operate in a time-division-multiple-access (TDMA) scheme. Using the above
concept the development of a backscatter sensor network, could include hundreds of
low-cost tags.
The classic WSN nodes utilize duty cycling operation in order to decrease the
power consumption thus extending WSN lifetime. In this work, the tag was designed
such that as low as possible power and the utilization of duty cycling could further
decrease the required energy requirements. In [36] was demonstrated that the power
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consumption of a similar proposed backscatter WSN is lower than a ZigBee-type
WSN. ZigBee sensors are based on IEEE 802.15.4 communication protocol and are
widespread for wireless area networks with small digital radios [57].
The communication range of our proposed deployment can be extended by the
following modifications. First, it is possible to use circular polarized and directive
antennas instead on the monopoles at the reader and the emitter. The antennas
would be designed and fabricated on the same substrate with a proper distance
between them in order to maximize gain and keep mutual coupling between them
at low level. With circular polarization the alignment between the reader/emitter
antenna and the tag will have less effect. Secondly, the RF front-end dipole antenna
could be replaced with a better gain antenna. This work is a first attempt to design
a low-cost and low-power leaf sensor for agriculture and specific sensing plant mea-
surements will be prepared in the future. The proposed sensor must be calibrated
for different values on relative humidity and soil moisture for a specific type of plant.
Finally, the cost of the tag can be reduced by replacement of the super capacitor
and the solar panel with a cheaper option.
2.9 Conclusion
In this chapter a novel backscatter leaf sensing system for agricultural purposes was
presented. Specifically, it includes a sensor for leaf canopy temperature measure-
ments and it can be used for water stress measurements on plants. The sensor node
has low-power consumption of only 20 µW and it was supplied by a solar panel
without need of battery. Morse code modulation was used for the wireless commu-
nication with a low-cost SDR receiver by backscattering RF signals from a carrier
emitter. The proposed system is part of the backscatter WSN for agriculture with a
small cost per sensor node. It is suitable for distributed monitoring of environmental





Nowadays there is a plethora of wireless communication protocols, including short-
range radio protocols such as ZigBee, Bluetooth/Bluetooth low energy (BLE), Wi-
Fi/Wi-Fi HaLow or RFID; mobile networks and longer-range radio protocols such as
LoRaWAN, SigFox54, NarrowBand-IoT (NB-IoT), or long-term evolution (LTE)-M.
Each of them is defined in its own standard, for example ZigBee and ZigBee 3.0 are
based on IEEE 802.15.4. Wireless technologies have different characteristics, such
as a specific signal range, bandwidth, etc. and can be classified as wireless local area
networks (WLAN), wireless wide area networks (WWAN) or low-power wide area
networks (LPWANs). The vast majority of the connected things at the moment use
IEEE 802.15.4-based systems, in particular ZigBee. The most prominent features
of these networks are that they operate mainly in the 2.4 GHz and optionally in the
868/915 MHz unlicensed frequency bands.
Table 3.1: IoT Technologies in Europe
Technology Sensitivity (dBm) Frequency Bit Rate
LoRa −137 865-868 MHz 0.3-27 Kbps
NB-IoT (NB20) −129 971-821 MHz 0.6-200 Kbps
Sigfox −126 868 MHz 100 bps
ZigBee −125 865-868 MHz 250 Kbps
Bluetooth −97 2.4 GHz 1-2 Mbps
Wi-Fi −95 2.4/5 GHz 1-300 Mbps
RFID −22 865-868 MHz 27-128 Kbps
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Table 3.1 lists the most common technologies used in IoT applications in Europe,
with their respective sensitivities and data rates. The sensitivity of the technology
largely determines the range at which a device can communicate. The nominal
sensitivity of ZigBee and Bluetooth receivers is around –125 dBm and –97 dBm with
250 kbps in ZigBee and 1–2 Mbps in Bluetooth, respectively. The SIGFOX physical
layer employs ultra narrowband (UNB) PSK wireless modulation with a coverage
area of 30–50 km in rural areas and 3–10 km in urban areas [58] with a maximum
throughput of only 100 bps. NB-IoT is a Narrow Band IoT technology that is
designed for connecting a wide range of static IoT devices using current cellular
communication bands and infrastructures. It can coexist with global system mobile
(GSM) communications and LTE under licensed frequency bands of 700, 800 and
900 MHz. Sigfox operates in the UHF band and uses PSK modulation to transmit
data at very low data rates, thus achieving long range.
LoRa is a new physical layer LPWAN solution, designed and patented by Semtech
Corporation. The technology employs a chirp spread spectrum (CSS) techniques
and uses the linear frequency modulated signals (chirps) with cyclic shifts to encode
information. The chirp’s frequency sweep is equivalent to the spectral bandwidth of
the signal. In the LORA protocol, a symbol (chirp) is encoded in a longer sequence of
bits, thus reducing the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio required at the receiver
for correct reception, without changing the frequency bandwidth of the wireless
signal. In CSS modulation, 0 bit could be represented as a continuous chirp that
increases linearly with frequency, while the 1 bit could be a chirp that is cyclically
shifted in time. The length of the spreading code is equal to 2SF, where SF is a
tunable parameter, called spreading factor. SF can be varied from 7 up to 12, thus
making it possible to provide variable data rates, giving the possibility to trade
throughput for coverage range, link robustness or energy consumption. The LoRa
data rate is between 300 bps and 27 kbps depending on spreading factor and channel
bandwidth.
The communication in LoRaWAN always begins with (uplink) messages sent by
the end-device and it specifies if it is a confirmed or unconfirmed message. In the
case that the end-device specifies that it is a confirmed message, then the gateway
shall downlink an acknowledgement. If an unconfirmed message was set by the end-
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device, then no acknowledgement will be needed [59]. In fact, the gateway does not
need to downlink any message. This is particular convenient for situations where
the end-devices are very low power and read-only devices, such as sensors. This
optional acknowledgement is also suitable for LoRaWAN since the transmit time of
the end-devices is limited, and a certain amount of packet-loss is allowable.
Figure 3.1: Agricultural backscatter communication setup in bistatic architecture.
An emitter sends a pure carrier signal and a reader receives the modulated reflections
of each tag. The tags could be embedded on leaf sensors for precise water stress
monitoring.
While backscatter principles have been restricted to communication ranges of
up several meters; there is a challenge and a necessity how to increase the emitter-
to-tag and tag-to-reader ranges. In order to address the short range problem, the
WSN must utilize bistatic topology and semi-passive (i.e., battery-assisted) tags.
Also in order to increase the receiver sensitivity and thus the range, conventional
embedded radios could be used as low-cost receivers or emitters (Fig. 3.1). In [60] it
is shown that using a commercial FSK transceiver and 13 dBm emitter transmission
power, 246 meters tag-to-reader distance is possible. A set of 1000 packets was
transmitted per measurement and a packet was transmitted every 500 ms. At 246
meters tag-to-reader distance, the packet error rate (PER) was less than 1%, while
268 meters are possible at the expense of increased PER, in the order of 10%. The
Silicon Laboratories SI1064 ultra-low power MCU with integrated transceiver was
configured as receiver using the binary FSK-modulation.
Some recent studies implemented a backscatter modulator that can be com-
patible with LoRa hardware, and extend significantly the range of communication
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[61, 62]. The implementation can synthesize LoRa symbols, but has very low data
rates which limits the scalability of the technology for other applications. In [61]
they showed that can be achieved reliable coverage in a one-acre (4046 m2) farm us-
ing only one emitter and receiver. Their backscatter device is co-located with the RF
source with distance 5 m, and the receiver can be as far as 2.8 km away. They pre-
sented a simulation design of a LoRa backscatter chip that consumes only 9.25 µW
of power, which is more than 1000x lower power than LoRa radio chipsets. The
implementation can synthesize LoRa symbols by using three cascaded switches that
create eight different impedances corresponding to eight different reflected phases,
which constraints the implementation in terms of scalability. Due to the unavoid-
able harmonic content generated, in the same work, the authors also presented a
harmonic cancellation technique that fairly mitigates the problem but, however, it
increases the complexity of the system.
In [62], the authors have a design called PLoRa that takes ambient LoRa trans-
missions as the excitation signals, conveys data by modulating an excitation signal
into a new standard LoRa chirp signal. They shift this new signal (by an amount
of BW/2 and -BW/2) to a different LoRa channel to be received at a gateway far-
away. They demonstrated a prototype tag that can backscatter an ambient LoRa
transmission sent from a nearby LoRa node (20 cm away) to a gateway up to 1.1 km
away, and deliver 284 bytes data every 24 minutes indoors, or every 17 minutes out-
doors. They also simulated a 28-nm low-power FPGA based prototype whose digital
baseband processor achieves 220 µW power consumption. This implementation is
entirely dependent on LoRa communications, since it uses FSK modulation with an
active LoRa chirp. Moreover, the achievable data rate is lower than the LoRa, since
the design can only encode one bit per active LoRa symbol.
This chapter is an extended version of the work presented in [63], where pre-
liminary results of an IQ backscatter modulator shown to be able to synthesize an
up-chirp, which is used in the LoRa’s packets preamble. A LoRa encoder and de-
coder was also developed in order to prove that the proposed circuit can generate
any LoRa symbol, proving that it may be compatible with current LoRa gateways
or networks. It is also shown that it is scalable for other types of applications due
to its simple implementation and versatility for different frequencies. Measurements
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of the BER versus SNR are provided as well as several measurements Over-the-air
(OtA) with different propagation scenarios. Additionally, the robustness of the pro-
posed design is evaluated when the control bias voltages are corrupted with specific
perturbations. The modulator consists of only two transistors and a power divider
and has negligible dc power consumption. The overall dc power consumption will be
determined by the processing unit, which is intended to operate in baseband and to
be as low power as possible, ideally battery-less and wirelessly powered. This allows
to integrate this technology into domains such as smart cities, precision agriculture
and many other applications where backscatter is currently unfeasible due to the
short covering range. By developing the system for 2.45 GHz, it is possible to use
Wi-Fi or 802.15.4 devices to generate the backscatter carrier, since most of those ra-
dio transceivers provide access to a special test mode that generates an unmodulated
carrier signal [64].
The structure of the chapter is as follows: Section 3.2 provides information
about the LoRa telecommunication protocol. Section 3.3 describes the design and
implementation of the proposed IQ modulator. Section 3.4 shows how the symbols
are translated to chirp signals and the decoding procedure. Section 3.5 presents
proof-of-concept experimental results using a measurements setup with cables and
without them. Finally, section 3.6 includes concluding remarks.
3.2 LoRa Modulation & Demodulation
This section provides an overview of the Semtech’s LoRa modulation, which is used
to provide long range communications [65]. LoRa is a modulation technique based
on CSS and it uses linear frequency modulated CW signals with cyclic shifts to





where BW is the bandwidth of the signal. The SF relates to the number of chips
(steps/frequencies) per symbol, namely 2SF chips per symbol. Additionally, the
number of bits that can be encoded within a symbol is SF . Thus, a symbol with a
total length of 2SF chips, can be cyclically shifted from 1 to 2SF positions. The refer-
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Figure 3.2: Lora frequency modulated carrier wave (CW) signals (chirps) SF = 7
and BW = 125 kHz. Left: up-chirp, Middle: down-chirp, Right: shifted up-chirp
by 64.
ence symbol is given by the unshifted symbol at the beginning of a LoRa packet. The
baseband reference symbol is a linear up-chirp/down-chirp that can be represented
as a complex waveform described by:
s(t) = ejφ(t). (3.2)
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Taking into account the above three forms and by knowing that the function for the
phase is the integral of the frequency, we have:
φ(t) = φ0 + 2π
∫ t
0




where φ0 is the initial phase at the time instant t = 0. Based on (3.6) a linear
modulated up-chirp (Fig. 3.2, left) can be generated by properly varying the phase
of a sinusoidal signal instead of directly varying its instantaneous frequency. In
order to encode SF bits within an up-chirp as introduced before, LoRa uses cyclic
shifts as shown in Fig. 3.2, (right). The reference chirp is divided into 2SF equal
frequency steps and the starting frequency will represent the symbol. As is depicted
in Fig. 3.2, (right) the symbol 64 is represented by a up-chirp shifted by 64 frequency
steps (chips).
LoRa Full Packet













































Figure 3.3: Full LoRa packet representation in frequency domain with SF = 7
and BW = 125 kHz. The packet consists of 8 preamble up-chirp symbols, 2.25
synchronization down-chirps and 6 data symbols.
The first step to demodulating LoRa symbols is to de-chirp the received signal
[67]. This is done by channelizing the complex baseband signal to its bandwidth
(BW ) and then multiplying the result against a locally generated chirp and its
complex conjugate (Fig. 3.2, middle). This produces two IQ streams, where the
chirped signals are “rotated” within the spectrum to have a chirp rate of 0, meaning
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each symbol resides on a unique constant frequency. In the transmitter the result





and it is a sequence of discrete samples, z[k = Ts/m], with k = 1, 2, . . . , 2SF and
m = 2SF , . . . , 2, 1. Applying the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to the sequence
z[k] and assuming perfect synchronization, a peak will occur at the bin k that
corresponds to the introduced cyclic shift. In order to detect LoRa packets, a specific
number of up/down-chirps are added at the beginning of the transmission as a
preamble as it is depicted in Fig. 3.3. Two and a quarter additional down-chirps
are followed for synchronization purposes and the rest of the packets includes the
data section. In Fig. 3.3 the packet consists of 8 preamble up-chirp symbols, 2.25
synchronization down-chirps and 6 data symbols. It is mentioned that in this work
only two down-chirps are considered as the synchronization symbols. The aim of the
present work is to generate a LoRa packet with an SF of 7 and a BW of 125 kHz,
similar to the one represented in Fig. 3.3 with a simple backscatter modulator front-
end circuit. The design is targeted to operate at 2.45 GHz and it can operate with
any other value of SF or BW .
3.3 IQ Modulator Design
The circuit used to synthesize and backscatter LoRa packets is shown in Fig. 3.4
(a). The circuit was simulated and optimized to operate at 2.45 GHz. It consists
of two E-PHEMT RF transistors ATF-54143 [68] from Avago Technologies that
can generate a set of impedances by changing their bias, allowing to reflect the
incident wave with a pre-defined phase value. Since LoRa uses small bandwidths,
the frequency at which the phase is changed (or transistor update) is low. The most
important property that the transistors must require is the capability to operate at
the backscatter carrier frequency. Due to the low sample rate required, ultra-low
power processing units can be attached and operate with the proposed backscatter
modulator front-end.
From the previous section, it was shown that any LoRa symbol can be alter-
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Figure 3.4: IQ impedance modulator front-end. (a) Picture of the prototype. Tran-
sistor T1 and T2 are controlled by a baseband external source, such as a low power
microcontroller. (b) All possible synthesized impedances measured with a grid of
10 mV step, from 0 V to 0.6 V.
natively generated by properly varying the phase of the carrier signal. It is known
that phase modulation, in the form of PSK, is an important technique in modern
RF systems and phase modulation can be conveniently achieved, in the form of IQ
modulation by varying the amplitude of the I and Q signals. Hence, by joining the
reflected waves from two independent transistors it is possible to add such modula-
tion to the final reflected wave. Here, the quadrature is achieved by inserting a delay
of 45 degrees in one of two branches. In the delayed branch, both the incident and
the reflected waves experience a delay of 45 degrees, which produces a reflected signal
that is in quadrature (90 degrees) with the signal produced by the other branch. In
this work, a conventional Wilkinson power divider is employed to power divide the
incident wave as well as to combine the reflected waves produced by both branches.
The losses introduced by the power divider (from power split and insertion loss),
will undesirably decrease the value of the reflection coefficient. Nevertheless, space
power combining techniques may be considered to avoid those losses, at the expense
of at least, one additional antenna. It should be noted that, a sweep on the bias
voltage of each branch generates a line of impedances in the Smith Chart, which
are converted to a blur by joining the I and Q signals in quadrature, as shown in
Fig. 3.4 (b). All possible synthesized reflection coefficients measured with a grid of
10 mV step (both I and Q voltages), from 0 V to 0.6 V are depicted in Fig. 3.4
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Figure 3.5: Phase of the reflected wave (steps of 5 degrees) and its corresponding
IQ voltages. All points will produce a reflected wave with equal amplitude.
(b). In practice, the circuit was characterized with 1 mV step. The 10 mV repre-
sentation gives a better visualization of the trend. Parallel open stubs were added
at the transistors’ drains to shift the response to the center of the Smith Chart. By
doing so, a new set of impedances can be achieved whose phases vary 360 degrees,
within a constant voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) circle. Thus, it is possible
to create LoRa symbols by properly switching between those points/phases with
constant VSWR. While the power divider decreases the magnitude of the reflected
wave, it affects with the same magnitude value, the whole set of chosen reflections,
thus the constant VSWR is still ensured. Also, the circuit was characterized as a
whole structure, so the power divider/combiner effects are taken into account.
After the circuit’s characterization, the reflection coefficients with phases from
0 to 355 degrees with 5-degree step and a VSWR of 1.9 were identified as well as
their respective I (Vg1) and Q (Vg2) control voltages. The relation between those
phases and voltages is depicted in Fig. 3.5 and, therefore, every LoRa symbol can
be synthesized by following the represented non-linear transformation.
The circuit was tested with only one branch but, unfortunately, it is not possible
to synthesize a set of reflections whose phases vary 360 degrees. Thus, to create such
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reflections was founded that by joining two branches in quadrature was the best
solution. Additionally, by following this design, it is possible to generate quadrature
amplitude modulations, which can make the circuit compatible with several other
communication standards [17].
3.4 Coding & Decoding Validation
Based on the relation given in Fig. 3.5 from the previous section, and also based on
the required phase progression given by (3.6), a single LoRa symbol was synthesized
in order to validate the symbol generation process. For this, a two channel arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG) was selected to produce the control voltages required
for Vg1 and Vg2. Additionally, a vector signal analyzer (VSA) acquires the backscat-
tered signal and down-converts it to the complex baseband. The sample rate of the
generated voltage signals was fixed to 10 MSa/s witch is the maximum upper limit
of the AWG. Since the bandwidth of the chirp is BW and thus the frequency is
given by phase change, the frequency at which the phase needs to be updated is
then given by at least 2BW . The maximum frequency presented in any gate signal
does not exceed BW Hz. LoRa specifies a maximum BW of 500 kHz (we are using
125 kHz), which is a relatively small bandwidth for any conventional RF transistor.
The only important property that the transistor must require is the capability to
operate at the backscatter carrier frequency.
The captured complex signal is loaded into the MATLAB software and processed.
It should be noted that in a real scenario, the arbitrary waveform generator used
to validate our proposed design is supposed to be replaced by a small FPGA which
is intended to operate at the lowest required sampling rate (ideally 2BW , which in
our example is 250 kHz). For this bit rate the gate voltage will have a maximum
update rate of 250 kHz decreasing significantly the power consumption of the overall
system. A future challenge is to employ the control circuit of this modulator thus
in this work, focus is given to the modulator front-end design and implementation.
Considering symbol index 44 (that is, the result given by (3.6) cyclically shifted
by 44), the phase progression required to generate that symbol is depicted in Fig. 3.6,
(a). In order to obtain a linear frequency modulated signal, the phase of the signal
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Figure 3.6: Generation of one LoRa symbol. (a) Phase progression required to
generate the signal; (b) Real component of the complex baseband waveform; (c) I
and Q signals required to produce the phase progression for the desired symbol; (d)
Real component of the acquired baseband symbol and (e) DFT result.
must have a quadratic relation as shown. The presented phase progression will
generate a complex signal whose real component is depicted in Fig. 3.6, (b) and
the required control voltages that must be applied to Vg1 and Vg2 to produce the
required phase progression are shown in Fig. 3.6, (c). Finally, the real component
of the signal acquired and down-converted by the VSA is shown in Fig. 3.6, (d)
and the symbol estimation in Fig. 3.6, (e). With a spreading factor of 7, there are
128 possible symbols and LoRa decoding is made in the frequency domain for each
symbol period (with an FFT of 128 points). Each FFT will show a single peak at
a specific bin, which corresponds to the decoded symbol. In this case, the SNR was
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equal to 9.8 dB and was computed by:
SNR = 10log10
(




where PBW is the total power within the symbol bandwidth (125 kHz), PN, BW is
the noise power within the symbol bandwidth and PN is the total noise power in the
sampled bandwidth. It should be noted that the signal may be sampled at exactly
BW Hz, allowing to reduce the total noise power level and thus, enhancing the
sensitivity.
A CW signal generator was used to generate the backscatter carrier, and the
AWG was loaded with the control bias voltage waveforms, Vg1 and Vg2, previously
synthesized. A directional coupler was employed to take a fraction of the reflected
wave to feed the VSA. Then, the down-converted I/Q signal was loaded into MAT-
LAB, down-sampled to exactly BW Hz and multiplied by the reference down-chirp.
Finally, the DFT was applied for symbol decoding.
Figure 3.7: (a) Measured received LoRa packet spectrogram and (b) its decoding.
Only the first 40 symbols out of 12000 are presented. The packet consists of a
preamble of 8 reference symbols, 2 synchronization symbols and 30 data symbols.
After symbol coding and decoding validation, a bit stream consisting of 84000 bits
(12.000 symbols) was generated and the respective control voltages, Vg1 and Vg2, were
synthesized and loaded to the AWG. A spectrogram of the first 40 symbols received
by the VSA are shown in Fig. 3.7, (a). The represented signal consists of a preamble
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with 8 reference symbols, 2 synchronization symbols and 30 data symbols. Fig. 3.7,
(b) illustrates the spectrogram from the decoded symbols. After multiplying each
symbol with the conjugate of the reference symbol, the preamble, synchronization
and transmitted data symbols can be clearly seen. The data symbols are repre-
sented by constant frequencies that result from such multiplication. The frequency
represents the symbol and the length of the data symbol represents the time that
it took to be fully transmitted. The synchronization was performed by delaying
the received packet until a maximum occurs at the first DFT bin, for the first 8
preamble symbols.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
For receiver sensitivity calculations, we require the minimum SNR value so that the
information can be decoded without a significant amount of errors, before applying
error correction algorithms [69]. LoRa modulation combines forward error correction
(FEC) techniques and spread spectrum processing gain to allow high sensitivities.
This SNR value depends upon the spreading factor. Lower spreading factor values
allow to increase the data rate but will reduce the distance at which the signal can be
successfully decoded. On the other hand, higher spreading factor values will increase
the OTA time and will in turn, reduce the allowable data rates. Nevertheless,
in these situations higher communication distances can be achieved. In order to
evaluate the performance of the proposed LoRa backscatter modulator front-end,
cabled as well as OTA tests were conducted as follows.
3.5.1 Cabled Measurements
The first experiment was dedicated to evaluate the BER vs SNR. For this, the
12000 symbols generated before were transmitted several times for each SNR value,
sampled by the VSA and processed with MATLAB. The achieved BER was com-
puted by taking the average value of all those measurements and it is plotted in
Fig. 3.8. The achieved results are in accordance with other related work within the
literature, with the same spreading factor value [70–72]. It must be noted that the
received signal power level is controlled by setting the appropriate input power level
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Figure 3.8: Measured bit error rate (BER) versus received Signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR).
of the backscatter carrier that is fed to the circuit.
Figure 3.9: Instantaneous phase error of one preamble symbol when each sample of
the control voltages Vg1 and Vg2 are corrupted with ±1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 mV.
Additionally, with the same cabled configuration, intentional noise was added to
the control voltages that are required to generate a preamble symbol. The aim is to
evaluate the required processing unit precision and its robustness against external
interferences. Both control voltages were corrupted by random perturbations around
the nominal value. Perturbations of ±1 mV up to ±32 mV of the nominal value
were tested, measured and the instantaneous error between those measurements and
the nominal scenario are represented in Fig. 3.9. The instantaneous phase error is
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Figure 3.10: Block diagram representation of the laboratory setup used for over-the-
air measurements.
shown to be less than 2 degrees for perturbations of ±1 mV, less than 10 degrees for
±8 mV, and for±32 mV it can get as high as 35 degrees. It was seen that the BER vs
SNR curve, under control bias noise, is exactly the same. However, the backscatter
input power must be increased to achieve the same SNR. In the following, it will
be shown that the impact of a ±8 mV perturbation is almost unnoticeable while
±32 mV starts to produce undesired results.
3.5.2 Over-the-Air Measurements
With the laboratory setup illustrated in Fig. 3.10, several OTA tests were performed.
A 2.45 GHz power source that generates the backscatter carrier is collocated with
the proposed device. A circulator redirects the reflected wave to the antenna as
shown. The receiver consists of a VSA that down-converts the signal to the complex
baseband. Then, the acquired signal is loaded into MATLAB software and processed
to obtain an estimation of the transmitted information. Two similar single element
patch antennas were designed to operate at 2.45 GHz, with an estimated gain of
6 dBi.
Three different indoor scenarios within a laboratory environment were targeted
for evaluation and shown in Fig. 3.11. The aim is to provide information about how
much power the device requires from the backscatter carrier to produce a successful
transmission. The first, Fig. 3.11 (a), is a typical indoor scenario with Line-of-sight
(LoS) conditions. An estimation of the distance between the receiver (VSA) and the
device is 10 meters. In this particular scenario, intentional perturbations were also
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added to the control voltages, namely, ±8 mV and ±32 mV. In the second scenario,
Fig. 3.11 (b), the device is positioned close to the floor at roughly 7.5 meters from
the receiver. In this situation, there are desks with laboratorial instruments and
other common laboratory hardware in-between the device and the receiver antenna.
In the third scenario, Fig. 3.11 (c), the setup is re-positioned in order to account the
effects produced by a wall on the signal’s path, with the receiver located 10 meters
away from the device.
In all these indoor experiments, 12000 symbols were transmitted several times
for each backscatter carrier input power level (steps of 1 dB) and the percentage of
the overall symbol error was computed and shown in Fig. 3.12. It is shown that in
the first scenario, −40 dBm of backscatter carrier input power is required to pro-
duce error-free transmissions. Additionally, it is shown that a random perturbation
of ±8 mV on the control voltages does not produce noticeable effects, while ±32 mV
produces a sensitivity decrease of 2.2 dB. Higher perturbation values require higher
backscatter carrier input power to keep the same received SNR. In the second sce-
nario, the non-LoS conditions imposed by the desks determine that the required
backscatter carrier input power for error-free transmission is −25 dBm. Finally,
due to the wall attenuation, the input power required for error-free transmissions
is −26 dBm. It should be noted that the measurements were taken during nor-
mal operation of the laboratory and under possible heavy 2.45 GHz Wi-Fi network
interference.
Backscatter communications are generally associated with wireless power trans-
fer (WPT) systems. Thus, with the presented approach, it is possible to build a
full passive wirelessly powered LoRa backscatter communication device that may
operate over larger distances when compared with the conventional SNR needed for
ASK, FSK or PSK backscatter modulation systems. Moreover, it is shown that the
proposed device has the prominent versatility to backscatter signals compatible with
many other standards, thanks to the IQ impedance modulation.
The proposed backscatter approach power consumption is negligible when com-
pared with the control circuit consumption that will be attached to it. It should
be noted that every LoRa end-device requires some kind of processor which is used
to process data as well as to control its RF front-end. With our design we only
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require the baseband signals and 2 RF transistors. For example, the RN2483 Mi-
crochip LoRa transceiver idle state current consumption, for a 3.3 V operation, is
2.8 mA, while in transmit mode the current consumption is 38.9 mA (1.6 uA for the
sleep state). These values clearly show the impact of a LoRa end-device RF front-
end power consumptions. The drawback of employing backscatter techniques is the
communication range. Nevertheless, by using them, ultra-low power end-devices
can be explored.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, an novel IQ impedance modulator for LoRa backscatter was pre-
sented. The poof-of-concept modulator combines LoRa standards with backscatter
communication and generates chirp symbols by reflecting an incident unmodulated
carrier. Moreover, the design was validated by generating several LoRa symbols
with successful transmissions. Measurements of the un-coded BER vs SNR were
conducted. By considering an un-coded BER of 10−3, which can be considered as a
reference value, our design requires an SNR of −6.8 dB. One of the main advantages
compared to other related circuits is that it is based on a very simple circuit, it em-
ploys only two transistors and a power divider. Since LoRa uses small bandwidths,
the frequency of the phase change (or transistor update) is low. Due to the low
sample rate required, ultra-low power processing units can be attached and operate
with this device. By developing the system for 2.45 GHz, it is possible to use the
Wi-Fi or 802.15.4 devices (from the Wi-Fi routers and ZigBee hubs) to generate
the required RF carriers, since most of those radio transceivers provide access to a
special test mode that produces an un-modulated carrier signal.
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Figure 3.11: Scenarios targeted for evaluation. (a) Typical indoor scenario with LoS
conditions. The distance between the receiver (VSA) and the device is 10 meters.
(b) Desks with laboratorial instruments and other common laboratory hardware
in-between the device and the receiver antennas, 7.5 meters. (c) A wall in-between
device and receiver, 10 meters.
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Figure 3.12: Symbol error percentage versus backscatter carrier input power level
measured for all scenarios. Results for perturbations of ±8 mV and ±32 mV are





Utilizing ambient signals for backscattering, the communication scheme is simplified
since it requires only a receiver eliminating the need for a CW emitter. For example,
ambient backscattering devices, such as RFID tags, can communicate with a reader
by backscattering ambient RF signals that are available from multiple sources, such
as mobile communications, television [20], frequency modulated (FM) radio [73]
and Wi-Fi [74] that are typically widely available in urban areas indoors and out-
doors during day and night. In [20] two battery-free tags communicate via ambient
backscatter TV signals. In [74], a Wi-Fi backscatter deployment was designed to
connect battery-free devices with off-the-shelf Wi-Fi devices. Also a full-duplex am-
bient communication system was introduced in [75], where a Wi-Fi access point (AP)
can cooperate with backscatter IoT sensors with high data throughput. The use of
ambient RF signals as the only source of both the CW carrier and the tag power
is an extremely energy-efficient communication technique compared to the general
backscattering technique. In ambient backscatter communication there are issues
with the signal detection that adopts the differential encoding (FM0, Manchester,
and Miller encoding) to eliminate the necessity of channel estimation. In [76–78] is
presented a fully developed theory on signal processing and performance analysis for
ambient backscatter communication systems. A practical transmission model for an
ambient backscatter system is presented in [78]. They assume that the tag sends
some low-rate messages to a reader with the help of an ambient RF signal source.
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Figure 4.1: Deployment of ambient backscattering in smart agriculture applications.
Backscatter communication is achieved using ambient frequency modulated (FM)
signals. The differential temperature (Tleaf-Tair) is measured by the tag-sensor and
is transmitted back to a SDR receiver.
It provides fundamental studies of noncoherent symbol detection when all channel
state information of the system is unknown.
In [79] preliminary results for a wireless sensor node prototype for agricultural
monitoring were presented. The sensor node measures the temperature difference
between the leaf and the atmosphere in order to estimate the water stress of a plant
[26]. The tag modulates and reflects a fraction of the ambient FM station signals
back to the reader as it is shown in Fig. 4.1.
This chapter is an extensive presentation of an novel ambient FM backscatter
monitoring system [79] with low complexity and low power. We propose an im-
proved version of this system for generic environmental monitoring applications by
designing an improved receiver algorithm. In addition to the receiver implementa-
tion, we provide additional details about the tag circuitry, a theoretical tag-receiver
framework for the operation of the ambient backscatter system and a series of PER
and BER measurements in a proof-of-concept indoor environment. The tag consists
of a MCU and an RF communication front-end. The tag reads the information from
the sensors and generates pulses that control an RF switch. The binary OOK with
FM0 encoding [80] was selected for backscatter modulation, similarly to conven-
tional passive RFID tags. Furthermore, a real-time receiver was implemented using
an ultra low cost SDR. The operation of the system prototype was demonstrated
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in the lab using an existing FM transmitter broadcasting 34 km away from the tag.
Operation over a 5 m tag-to-reader distance was achieved by backscattering sensor
data at 0.5, 1 and 2.5 Kbps bit rates.
The work is different from [20], which first proposed ambient backscattering,
in that it used ambient digitally modulated television signals (DTV) whereas the
system proposed in this paper uses analog FM signals. Also, a moderately expensive
software defined USRP-N210 radio (∼ 1 − 5K USD) used in [20] to receive and
decode the signals whereas in our work a low cost Realtek (RTL) SDR (22 USD)
was used. Recently, [73] also proposed ambient backscattering using FM signals but
only for 2-FSK modulated signals. In our work we used OOK modulation with FM0
encoding. In addition, an arbitrary waveform generator was used in [73] to generate
the ambient FM signals contrary to signals from existing broadcast FM stations in
this paper. Therefore, this work takes into account all the signal characteristics of
an FM radio broadcasting and serves as the proof-of-concept for practical ambient
backscatter deployments. The findings reported are equally useful for indoors and
outdoors, where FM broadcasting signals are pervasive.
The structure of the chapter is as follows: Section 4.2 provides the principles of
binary FM ambient backscatter communication. Section 4.3 describes the design and
implementation of the sensor node-tag parts. Section 4.4 provides the theory and
performance analysis of the proposed system. Section 4.5 discusses the hardware
and software part of the low cost receiver. Section 4.6 presents proof-of-concept
experimental results, including an indoor demonstration and range measurements.
Results showing the correlation of PER and BER versus tags-to-reader distance are
also provided. Finally, section 4.7 includes concluding remarks.
4.2 FM Ambient backscattering
4.2.1 FM Broadcasting Operation
The FM broadcasting technology was first utilized in 1940 radio-audio transmissions
and nowadays FM radio broadcasts take place between radio frequencies of 88 MHz
to 108 MHz with a channel bandwidth of 200 KHz. Each FM station uses frequency
modulation in order to transmit the audio signals and the information signals varying
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Figure 4.2: Baseband Spectrum of a generic modern-day FM audio station. The
signal contains left (L) and right (R) channel information (L+R) for monophonic
and stereo reception.
the frequency of a carrier wave accordingly. A typical FM output signal is given by
the following equation [81]:








where m(x) is the baseband message signal, and ∆f is the frequency deviation which
is equal to the maximum frequency shift from fc while KVCO is the gain of the
transmitter’s VCO. Generally, it is not straightforward to analyze the properties of
xFM(t) due to its non-linear dependence to the m(x). The baseband message signal










cos(2πf2t) + A2RDS(t) cos(2πf3t)
(4.2)
with f1 = 19 KHz, f2 = 38 KHz, f3 = 57 KHz. The SL and SR define the time
domain signals from the “stereo left” and “stereo right” channels, respectively, while
RDS(t) is the time domain signal of the Radio Data System (RDS) and Radio Broad-
cast Data System (RBDS). The gain factors A0, A1, and A2 are used to appropriately
scale the amplitude of SL and SR waveforms. As it can be easily observed in Fig. 4.2,
the 0−15 KHz part of the message signal consists of the left and right channel infor-
mation [(Left)+(Right)] for monophonic sound. Stereophonic sound is the result of
the amplitude modulation of the [(Left)-(Right)] message onto a suppressed 38 KHz
subcarrier in the 23− 53 KHz region of spectrum. Furthermore, there is a 19 KHz
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pilot tone to enable receivers to recognize and decode the two stereo channels. Mod-
ern FM radio signals also include a 57 KHz subcarrier that carries RDS and RBDS
data.
4.2.2 Ambient FM backscatter
In the case of typical ambient FM backscatter systems, incident “CW carrier” to the
tag antenna is the signal in (4.1). The SDR receiver receives the superposition of
this signal and the backscattered tag signal. Following the same procedure described
in [8] and equation (2.2), but using a FM modulated carrier instead of a CW signal
one may obtain the following complex baseband signal at the receiver:















The received signal yamb contains the desired information Γ but also the carrier, FM
modulation and frequency offset. The magnitude square of the received complex
waveform will be formulated below in order to eliminate the frequency offset. If
the desired magnitude square is formed, a component proportional to the desired
information will be generated along with direct current (DC) and other interference
terms. We show theoretically and experimentally in section 4.6 that it is possible
to successfully decode the signal provided there is a sufficiently high SNR.
4.3 Tag Design
4.3.1 Tag
The main DIGITAL part of proposed tag is based on a 16-bit MCU development
board MSP-EXP430FR5969 [82] (Fig. 4.3). The development board is powered from
a 0.1 F supercapacitor. The tag also includes a real-time clock (RTC) to wake up the
MCU from the “sleep” operation mode, where the current consumption of the board
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MSP430FR5969 
LaunchPad  
0.1F Super Cap  
RTC Oscillator  
USB Programmer  
RF Front-end  
Dipole Antenna  
ADG902 RF Switch  
Figure 4.3: The proposed tag prototype consists of a MSP430 development board
connected with an RF front-end board. The RF front-end was fabricated using
inkjet printing technology on a paper substrate. A MCU digital output pin was
connected with the control signal of the RF switch. The operation power of RF
front-end was supplied by the MCU development board and the whole system was
supplied by an embedded super capacitor for duty cycle operation.
is 0.02 µA. The MCU generates 50% duty cycle pulses that control the RF switch,
thus generating an OOK modulated backscattered signal. The OOK modulation
is described in more detail in the subsection 4.3.2. The MCU was programmed at
1 MHz clock speed using the internal local oscillator. The current consumption at








Bit streamMCU Dev board
VDD
Figure 4.4: Schematic of the RF switch utilized for the load modulation and of the
dipole antenna arms.
The MCU has a 16 channel, 12 bit ADC which was used to read analog output
signals from sensors. In this work the tag is programmed to read four analog inputs
and the voltage level of the super capacitor. These analog inputs can be used to
provide information from out to four sensors. This part of work focuses on the
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telecommunication aspect of the system and when a tag wants to communicate
with the reader, it sends a packet that contains the information of only one sensor
each time. In [79] only two ADC inputs for two high precision, analog temperature
sensors were used.
The backscatter communication of the tag is achieved with a separate RF front-
end board. It consists of a 1.5 m wire dipole antenna in order to resonate within
the FM band (95 MHz) and a SPST RF switch ADG902 by Analog Devices. The
fabricated prototype is shown in Fig. 4.3, while the circuit schematic of the front-end
is provided in Fig. 4.4.
The switch element varies the antenna load between two impedance values and
is selected due to its low insertion loss (∼ 0.5 dB @ 100 MHz) and high off isolation
(∼ 57.5 dB @ 100 MHz). The RF switch is a complementary CMOS reflect-mode
(i.e. not terminated) switch with high off-port voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR)
and consumes less than 1 µA at 2.75 V [83]. It is driven by a digital output of the





DDFsw which is the CMOS dynamic consumption [16]. The Fsw is
the control switching frequency and CRF the dynamic power dissipation capacitance
at RF path when it is ON. For Fsw = 2.5 KHz, which equals to our maximum bit
rate 2.5 Kbps, VDD = 3.3 V, and CRF = 1.2 pF (@ 1 MHz) the power consumption
is estimated at 16.3 nA. As the data rate increases (switching speed) the DC power
consumption increases. The front-end PCB was fabricated using inkjet printing
technology on a paper substrate. The characteristics of the the substrate was:
εr = 2.9, tan δ = 0.045 and substrate height 210 µm. The traces were printed
with conductive silver nanoparticle (SNP) ink and conductive epoxy deposition was
used in order to attach the switch to the substrate.
In order to minimize the average power consumption, a duty cycle operation was
programmed where the tag was active only for a desired minimum period of time.
The duty cycle operation was set using the RTC and the sleep mode of the MCU.
An RF harvester and solar cell could be utilized for powering as it is shown for
example in [53, 84].
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0 1 1 0 0
Tbit Tsymbol




Figure 4.5: Left: In FM0 encoding, the boundaries of the bits must always be
different. Two sequential “on” or “off” correspond to the bit “1”. Right: FM0
decoding technique, after shifting by Tsymbol, receiver has to detect only two possible
pulse shapes (line square or dash line square).
4.3.2 Telecommunication Protocol
The tag uses ASK modulation to transmit its data via backscattering. More specif-
ically, by changing the RF switch states between “on” and “off” and backscattering
the ambient FM broadband signals, a binary ASK modulated signal of OOK type can
be created described by (4.3). Using OOK modulation, the information-containing




xnΠ[t− nTsymbol − τTR], (4.5)
where xn ∈ {−1, 1} are the N transmitted symbols and Π(t) is the pulse (symbol)
with duration Tsymbol. In addition to the OOK modulation, the low-power consuming
FM0 technique is utilized to encode the sensor data. For binary OOK, xn would
be the bits and for FM0-coded OOK, xn are the binary symbols. In FM0 encoding
there is an inversion of the phase at every bit boundary (at the beginning and at
the end of every bit), and additionally bit “0” has an additional phase inversion
in the middle (Fig. 4.5, left). Each bit includes two symbols, as shown in Fig. 4.5.
The duration of a bit and of a symbol are denoted as Tbit and Tsymbol respectively.
The data bit rate is 1/Tbit bits per second (bps). The FM0 encoding always ends
with a dummy “1” bit in order to detect easily the end of the bitstream. In the
case that the received backscatter waveform finishes with a “LOW”, it would be
indistinguishable from receiving the reader’s CW only (i.e. no packet transmission).
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Preamble Tag ID Sensor ID Sensor Data
1  0  1  0  1  0  1  1  1  1 0  10  1 0  0  1  1  1  1  0  0  0  1  0  1
Dummy bit “1”1 V/div - 5 ms/div
Figure 4.6: Example of the oscilloscope-measured transmitted rectangular pulses
(MCU output). The packet (“bit stream”) consists of the Preamble, Tag ID, Sensor
ID and Sensor Data bits and an extra dummy bit “1” at the end.
The tag is programmed to send the data in packets to the reader and the reader
tries to receive and decode them. The length of each packet is fixed. Fig. 4.6 shows
a typical packet format. The packet has the length of 26 bits and begins with the
preamble bits. After that follow the “Tag ID” bits, the “Sensor ID” bits and finally
the “Sensor Data” bits. The preamble is useful for bit-level synchronization at the
receiver and was fixed to be 1010101111 (10 bits) in our proof-of-concept tests. The
“Tag ID” (2 bits) is utilized in the case of simultaneous multiple tag utilization. As
mentioned before, the tag can support up to four sensors, and therefore the “Sensor
ID” (2 bits) is used to identify the sensor the data is coming from.
4.4 Receiver Theory
In this work, ambient backscatter modulation based on OOK modulation with FM0
encoding is used, as in conventional passive RFID tags [80]. It is also known as
biphase-space modulation [85]. In FM0, a symbol “1” is represented by a rectangu-
lar pulse while a “0” is represented by a positive half-symbol wide rectangular pulse
followed by a negative half symbol pulse. In addition, a polarity change is imple-
mented in the beginning of every symbol. An example of FM0 encoding is shown
in Fig. 4.5, left. As a result, four possible waveforms are transmitted corresponding
to a two-dimensional bi-orthogonal constellation. However, if one observes the FM0
signal shifted by one symbol, only two possible waveforms exist, which are the ones
of bit “0”. These two waveforms correspond to a one-dimensional antipodal constel-
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lation which is easier to study and decode [85]. The detected bits from the half-bit
time shifted signal correspond to the originally transmitted bits after differential
encoding. Therefore, one can proceed to decode the FM0 signal in two steps, first
detecting the time-shifted bits and then using a differential decoder to recover the
originally transmitted bits. In this section, we first derive the error probability Ps of
the time shifted signal. Once Ps is obtained, the error probability of the originally
transmitted bit stream Pe is given by [85, 86]:
Pe = 2Ps(1− Ps). (4.6)
As it is shown in [85], in addition to the simplification of the detection process,
the fact that an antipodal constellation is used leads to a SNR improvement of
approximately 3 dB in comparison to the standard detection method based on the
bi-orthogonal constellation.
In order to derive Ps, one may proceed following references [8] and [78]. In
[8] a thorough analysis of traditional backscattering in a bi-static configuration is
presented using a CW carrier signal. OOK modulation was assumed but without
considering FM0 encoding. In [78], the analysis of the error probability of ambi-
ent backscatter systems was presented considering randomly modulated signals. In
addition the special case of PSK modulation is treated in Appendix B, which is
similar in analysis to FM signals used in this work, in that the carrier amplitude is
constant. However, [78] also does not use FM0 encoding. In this work, we proceed
by following the formulation of [78] but treat the case of FM0 encoding taking into
account [85] as described in the previous paragraph. The received signal complex









The term D includes the frequency and phase offset, K1 is the delayed modulation
signal arriving directly from transmitter to the receiver and K2 delayed modulation
signal arriving through the tag. b(t) is the information signal and n(t) is additive
zero mean complex white Gaussian noise added at the receiver n(t) ∼ N (0, Nw).
Following [78] we assume that K1 = K2 due to the fact that the two paths are
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approximately equal. In addition, any thermal noise generated in the tag is ignored
as very low [78] value. The obtained equation is:
y(t) ≈ Ae−jDejKh(t) + n(t). (4.8)
Where h(t) = a1(t) + a2(t)b(t) is the complex valued signal containing the informa-
tion from the tag and the channel effects. In order to eliminate the frequency and
phase offset in the receiver we form the magnitude square of the envelope:
Z(t) = A2|h(t)|2 + |n(t)|2 + 2<{Ae−jDejKh(t)n∗(t)}
= A2|h(t)|2 + w(t).
(4.9)
Following the Appendix B of [78], and invoking the Central Limit Theorem (CLT),









The Nw is the noise power at the receiver. One should note that before the decoding
process the receiver applies a low pass filter consisting of an averaging operation of
approximately 1000 samples, which further supports the reasoning of invoking the
CLT. The receiver applies a synchronization algorithm to derive the beginning of
the information signal which is described in more detail in section 4.5. In order
to facilitate the synchronization process a DC offset removal was applied to Z(t).
Due to the fact that the DC offset removal does not affect the detection process
it will not be considered in this section. Once synchronization is achieved a time
shifted version of the received bits Z(t) is considered and detection based on an
antipodal constellation is applied. Specifically, the received signal Z(t) is correlated
with pulse:
q(t) =





< t ≤ Tbit
(4.11)
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giving:









Due to binary modulation |h(t)|2 takes one of two values |hH|2 or |hL|2. It is straight-




















with the sign depending on whether q(t) or −q(t) was transmitted. Assuming equal
probability of transmission of the two possible symbols, one derives:






where Q(x) is the tail probability of the normal distribution function [85, 86]. P (U <
0|+) denotes the probability that U < 0 when q(t) was transmitted. Therefore, the












It should be noted that in order to compute Pe one needs information of the signal
at the two different states |hH|2 and |hL|2 but also of the noise power Nw, something
which was also highlighted in [78], Appendix B.
A method to compute Pe is outlined in order to compare the theoretical analysis
with bit-error rate measurements. Consider a given setup of transmitter, tag and
receiver, and perform the following three power measurements, i.e. on signal Z(t).
While transmitting a modulated signal, set the tag to a fixed state and measure the
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I/Q Capture

















Then turn the transmitter off and measure the noise power Nw. The most significant
noise contribution is due to the receiver electronics and thus the state of the tag





(PyH − PyL) (4.19)
and
σ2V = LTsNw (PyH + PyL) . (4.20)
where Ts is the sampling period. In our implementation L = 10 samples per bit
were used. Using the PyH, PyL and Nw measurements, one can apply (4.19) and
(4.20) in (4.16) to compute the theoretical BER for a given transmitter power level.
4.5 Receiver Implementation
In this work, the low cost RTL SDR was used as receiver same as subsection 2.6.1.
Using the sampling rate of 1 MSps, it was connected to an improved telescopic
monopole antenna in order to receive the FM signals. The received signal of Eq. 4.3
contains the useful bits in FM0 encoding (rectangular pulses in Eq. 4.5). A real-
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Figure 4.8: Received signal including a data packet. Top: Squared absolute
value signal. Bottom: Received signal after matched filtering for a symbol period,
Tsymbol = 1 ms. The packet is flipped due to the channel characteristics.
time receiver and digital signal processing was implemented in order to read the
backscattered information sent from the tag. The implemented MATLAB algorithm
is available in Appendix A.2. The steps of the algorithm are briefly shown in Fig. 4.7
and the software that was used was Matlab and GNU radio framework. The GNU
radio provides the I and Q samples to Matlab through a FIFO file and the samples
are interleaved for further processing. The received digitized signal after sampling
with a sampling period Ts, can be written as:
yr[k] = yamb(kTs + τTR) = xr[k] + n[k] = I[k] + jQ[k], (4.21)
with n[k] = n(kTs) and n[k] ∼ N (0, σ2n). The term xr[k] is the signal without noise
that consists of a DC component, a modulated component and the ambient FM
signal utilized for the backscattering. The algorithm collects and process the data
in a window with duration: 3× packet duration.
The first step of the signal processing algorithm is the CFO correction. In our
case, CFO is the frequency difference between the FM transmitter and SDR reader
and, if not properly removed it causes a performance loss at the receiver. In or-
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der to eliminate this term without using an a-priori CFO estimation and correction
algorithm, the absolute value |yr[t]|2 was taken, which is an established CFO com-
pensation technique in digital communication textbooks, such as [87].
A matched filter was then applied to the samples in order to filter out noise
and interference terms and maximize the SNR, consisting of a square pulse with
duration Tsymbol. Fig. 4.8 (top) depicts the received packet of Fig. 4.6 after absolute
square operation. The same packet after matched filtering is shown in Fig. 4.8
(bottom). Matched filtering was followed by downsampling by a factor of 10 in order
to reduce the computational cost of the subsequent operations without compromising
the detection quality.
The DC offset of the received window was estimated by averaging some samples
when the tag is not transmitting data (average at the start or at the end of the
window). The DC offset was removed by subtracting the above estimate from all
the values within the receive window. The outcome of this step can be an upright or
an inverted waveform. In the case shown in Fig. 4.8 (bottom), an inverted waveform
will result after the DC offset removal. Upright or inverted waveforms may result
due to the channel propagation characteristics. If an inverted waveform is detected
after the DC offset removal, it is flipped so that only upright waveforms yfl are
forwarded to the synchronization block.
The received signal must be symbol-synchronized in order to determine when the
packet starts. In order to find the starting sample of the packet, cross-correlation
with the known preamble symbol sequence (11010010110100110011) was used. The
similarity of the waveform yfl and the preamble sequence p was evaluated as a func-




p[t]yfl[t+ n], n ∈ [0, Ns/2] (4.22)
with Ns the number of received packet samples. The starting point of the packet is
defined as:
Istart[n] = arg max
n
C. (4.23)
which corresponds to the position of the peak of the cross-correlation between the
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known sequence p and the received waveform.
In FM0-encoded signals, the received bits can be determined by comparing two
neighbouring symbols. In order to begin decoding, yfl[t] is shifted to sample Istart +
P − Tsymbol , where P is the length of the preamble. Two possible orthogonal pulse
waveforms can be received, as shown in [85] and used in [88]. The two waveforms are
indicated in Fig. 4.5, (right) with a solid line square and a dash line square. With
this observation the algorithm has to easily decode two adjacent received symbols in
order to detect a whole bit. This method gives a gain of 3 dB compared to maximum
likelihood symbol-by-symbol detection [89]. The two orthogonal waveforms can be
expressed as:
D1[k] =







and D2[k] = −D1[k] with M the oversampling factor Tsymbol/Ts. The shifted signal
is correlated with D1[k] and D2[k] and it is possible to determine which bit has been









with ysh[t] is the shifted version of waveform yfl[t]. The results from the above
calculation were stored in a vector L and the estimated bit ak+1 that was sent is
determined by:
ak+1 =
0, if Lk = Lk+11, elsewhere. (4.26)
It is noticed that the first waveform derived by this decoding procedure is from the
last preamble symbol (decoding starting point in Fig. 4.5, right). The following
waveforms will be either D1 or D2. This means that if the first waveform is D1 and
the second is D2 and vice versa, the bit “1” was sent, otherwise the bit “0” was
transmitted.
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Figure 4.9: Anechoic chamber experimental setup. The receiver antenna was placed
at 1.5 m away from the tag and the tag was placed at 1.5 m away from the signal
generator.
4.6 Experimental Results
In this work we tried to produce a systematic set of measurements and compare
them with the theoretical result of (4.16). For the systematic characterization in a
controlled environment the system was demonstrated first in the anechoic chamber
of the Heriot-Watt Microwaves and Antennas Laboratory (Fig. 4.9). The tag was
placed in a far-field anechoic chamber together with an analog signal generator used
as a transmitter (TX). The SDR receiver (RX) was also placed at the edge of the
anechoic chamber. The tag, TX and RX are in fixed locations with fixed distances
tag-TX 1.5 m and tag-RX 1.5 m. The TX and RX use commercial passive FM
antennas with gain 2.5 dBi while the tag antenna is a wire dipole. The anechoic
chamber was not specified to work at FM frequencies but it was used to minimize
multipath and external interference.
The analog signal generator produces an FM modulated signal with a carrier
centered at 98.5 MHz and frequency deviation of 75 KHz. The carrier frequency was
selected so as to utilize a frequency band without any interference from any external
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stations. We used a sinusoidal signal with a frequency of 15 KHz to modulate
the TX carrier. The 15 KHz is equal to the end of mono audio (left and right)
signal frequency of a standard stereo FM signal transmission (Fig. 4.2) and that
FM stations typically use a 75 KHz deviation [81].
The tag was programmed to send packets with fixed information bits for bit
rate: 500 bps. An oscilloscope measurement of the packet transmitted at 500 bps is
presented in Fig. 4.6. The data information was the 12-bit binary representation of
965 mV: 001111000101.
The receiver has a bandwidth of 1 MHz around the carrier frequency. The noise
power Pw at the receiver was computed over the 1 MHz bandwidth while TX was
off. Then, for a given transmit power at the TX, the received power at RX was
recorded while the tag was set to a fixed load state A or B, resulting in PyH or
PyL. The measured data consist of downconverted time domain values, which were
converted in the frequency domain by taking a fast Fourier transform (FFT) and
the total power was computed by taking the sum of the squared magnitude values of
the FFT operation. It is noted that PyH and PyL correspond to the total signal plus
noise power measurement. Two sets of PyH and PyL measurements were collected
for a varying transmit power from −55 dBm to −25 dBm. In order to compute an
estimate of average power values, for each transmit power, 200 sets of data were
collected and an average power value was computed.
The BER was measured for each value of the transmitted power while the tag
rate was backscattering a fixed package with bit rate of 500 bps. In addition, the
BER was recorded for each transmit power level. The resulting BER vs TX transmit
power curves are shown in Fig. 4.10 along with the theoretical BER results (Pe). To
calculate the analytical BER, the measured values of PyH and PyL and Nw were used
with (4.16). One can see a good agreement between simulation and measurement.
BER measurements were performed for transmitted power levels up to −30 dBm
where the BER approached 10−3. Due our system memory limitations it was not
possible to setup longer measurements containing a sufficient number of data to
ensure a good confidence level of BER measurements. The equation that can be
rearranged to calculate the number of bits required for a given BER and confidence
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Figure 4.10: Measured and theoretically calculated bit error rate (BER) versus the
signal generator transmit power for 0.5 Kbps.





For example for a typical confidence level of 0.95 the required number of bits to test








Figure 4.11: Scotland FM radio outdoor deployment. The BBC 95.8 MHz station in
“Radio 2” band was selected for measurements. The FM transmitter was 34.5 Km
away from the measurement’s setup and its transmission power was 250 kW.
The proposed system was also tested indoors in the Heriot-Watt Microwaves and
Antennas Laboratory, selecting the most powerful FM station as the ambient RF
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Figure 4.12: Indoor experimental setup. The tag with the FM dipole antenna was
set in a vertical position and the receiver was tuned at the most powerful FM station.
For communication measurements, the receiver was placed at a maximum of 5 m
away from the tag with the receiver antenna on top of a beam.
source to use in backscattering. Thus, the receiver was tuned to BBC 95.8 MHz
station with 1 MS/s sampling rate. The station is located 34.5 Km away at the
“Black Hill” location between the town of Edinburgh and Glasgow as depicted in
Fig. 4.11. The transmission power of the station is 250 kW. The power of the FM
station carrier signal was measured in the vicinity of the tag antenna in the lab at
−51 dBm. The reader was placed close to the tag at different reader-to-tag distances
with a maximum range of 5 m (Fig. 4.12). The antenna of the reader was placed on
top of a plastic stick with height 1.5 m for better reception.
The tag was programmed to send packets with the fixed information bits (same as
above) for the following different bit rates: 50, 100, 500, 1000, 1250 and 2500 bps.
The received packets for 500 bps and 50 bps after the matched filtering step are
illustrated in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 respectively. One can see that the packets are
inverted due to the channel conditions i.e. random, unknown channel phase. It
is clear that there is trade-off between bit rate and efficient filtering. In case that
a high bit rate is employed (Fig. 4.13), there is less channel fluctuation, and the
matched filtering operation is not able to remove the high-frequency components of
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Figure 4.13: Corrected received packet after matched filtering for Tsymbol = 1 ms
(500 bps) featuring a smaller channel fluctuation. High frequency noise components
can be observed.
the ambient FM signal, due to the wider bandwidth of the matched filter. In the
case of low bit rate transmission (Fig. 4.14) the filtering operation is more effective,
corresponding to a higher SNR, but a channel fluctuation effect is visible. When
channel fluctuation is present it is more difficult to decode the packet due to the
fast varying signal level.
In order to validate the effectiveness of our digital backscatter communication
system, numerous range measurements were performed indoors with the setup de-
scribed above. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 display the BER and PER performance as a
function of the tag-to-reader distance for the three different data rates. The mini-
mum PER and BER value at 5 m was measured to be 0.043 and 0.0019 respectively.
As the tag-to-receiver distance decreases, the reader can decode successfully more
the bit packets. It is also seen that for a given distance value, reducing the bit rate
improves the PER and BER performance. As the bit rate goes up the length of
each symbol becomes smaller, increasing the probability of a bit corrupted by noise.
Thus, the PER and BER goes up. However, transmitting packets at lower bit rates
result in increased transmission time and energy per packet while the MCU and
the front-end staying in “on” state for longer time. There is a direct and inversely
proportional relationship between the bit rate and the energy that a tag consumes
sending a packet as shown in Table 4.1, where the energy per packet for six bit rates
is presented. The table also provides the tag power consumption for each bit rate.
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Figure 4.14: Corrected received packet after matched filtering for Tsymbol = 10 ms
(50 bps) including the channel fluctuation effects. A better filtering quality is ob-
served.
Table 4.1: Binary Tag Power Characteristics.







A higher power consumption of the MCU electronics is observed when operating at
a higher bit rate. In order to compile the measurements shown in Table 4.1, the tag
was programmed to wake up every 3 sec, transmit a packet and go to sleep mode,
while being powered from the super capacitor.
Finally, the potential interfering effects of ambient backscatter systems on the
performance of the ambient systems it utilizes should be considered. In U.S.A., ac-
cording to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), it is illegal to broadcast
unlicensed signals on FM band (88 MHz to 108 MHz) [92]. However, devices that
communicate with backscatter signals (e.g. RFID tags) have not been reviewed by
FCC. The reason is that the RF front ends of backscatter tags are not active com-
ponents (have no amplifiers) and they only modulate the reflections of the incoming
signals. Consequently the power of the reflected signals is of very low levels. The
ambient backscatter operation such as our developed system belongs to the category
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Figure 4.15: Measured packet error rate (PER) versus the tag-receiver distance for
0.5, 1 and 2.5 Kbps.
of RFID tags so it is not illegal under current rules. However, the reflected signals of
existing FM signals could interfere with commercial FM receivers. Experimentally
it was observed that the transmissions did not affect typical FM receivers, due to
the low power level of ambient backscatter signals, and the different type of modu-
lation (ASK). The commercial FM receivers detect the FM signals and we use ASK
to modulate our information. We used a smartphone FM Receiver (Xiaomi redmi
note 4) with headphones as receiving antenna in order to test the interference of the
system. For the testing, we programmed the tag in the worst case scenario where
always backscatters random data. The transmit antenna of the tag was placed par-
allel next to the FM receiver antenna (headphones). When we turned on the FM
Receiver we didn’t observe any noticeable glitches in the sound. This is only a sim-
ple experiment, and a detailed experimental study is required to determine the level
and limits of interference generated by ambient backscatter.
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a novel FM backscatter tag and receiver system. The
tag communicates with a low cost SDR reader by backscattering the ambient FM
signals. Data acquisition from sensors with low power operation and communication
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Figure 4.16: Measured bit error rate (BER) versus the tag-receiver distance for 0.5,
1 and 2.5 Kbps.
ranges up to 5 m has been demonstrated experimentally. The communication was
implemented with OOK modulation over the modulated carrier of the most powerful
FM station. This concept can be the next novel way for low power and low cost
long range communication.
The tag that is proposed is semi-passive (i.e., battery-assisted) tag which means
that the tag uses super capacitor or battery to communicate with the reader. With
the utilization of the bistatic topology and semi-passive tags that communicate with
a low bitrate, it is possible to implement large-scale networks, in the fields comprising
of low-cost sensor/tags. In this work, the communication scheme is simplified since
it requires only a receiver eliminating the need for CW emitters. The receiver is also
low cost and low power compared with the RFID readers of the market. The tag
cost of the proposed work, compared to classic WSNs sensor node is significantly
lower since the RF front-end is composed of a single transistor-switch. Using off-
the-shelf electronic components, resulted in the relatively low cost in terms of bill
of materials (BOM) of approximately 15 EUR per tag. For example, if we want to
cover a big field with 100 tags and we use custom soil moisture sensors, the overall
cost of sensor nodes will be 15 ∗ 100 EUR. Also, we will need one reader (20 EUR)
and a computer or smartphone for reader connectivity. Multiple access of tags in
time domain will be studied in future work.
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5.1 Introduction
Existing ambient RF signals have been proposed for backscatter communication
instead of a CW emitter signal [93]. This approach simplifies the complexity and cost
of the system and its deployment. In [73] for the first time high order modulation was
introduced for ambient backscattering communications. The authors demonstrated
4-FSK modulation to transmit two bits per symbol over the ambient FM signals
with a maximum data rate 3.2 kbps. The work involves simulation of an integrated
circuit for the tag, while for the prototype an AWG was used connected with an RF
front-end. In [94], a backscatter PSK hardware prototype is presented that combines
a 4-PSK transmitter, an energy harvester and a multi-level voltage detector. Two
similar prototypes can communicate with data rate of 20 kbps using an ambient
signal from UHF TV band. In [95] a dual-band 4-QAM backscatter modulator
circuit was proposed for ambient signals. It is composed by two transistors and a
dual-band Wilkinson power divider, following the same principle proposed in [17].
The modulator presents an average power consumption of 27 nW for 500 kbps of
data rate at 900 MHz and 2.45 GHz (cellular and WiFi frequencies).
Chapter 4 demonstrates a tag capable of transmitting FM reflections to a com-
puter or a tablet through a low-cost SDR reader. The tag uses ASK binary mod-
ulation with FM0 encoding on ambient FM station signals as in commercial RFID
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systems. The FM transmitter was 34.5 Km away from the measurement’s setup
and a 5 m communication range between the tag and the reader was achieved with
2.5 Kbps bit rate. A theoretical analysis of the error rate performance also provided.
In this chapter we consider high order amplitude modulation and we demon-
strate the first prototype suitable for ambient backscatter communication deploy-
ment working with 4-PAM. The FM frequencies were selected due to the strong
ambient signal source that can be used for backscatter communication. The 4-PAM
modulation is used to double the bit rate, compared to a 2-PAM system. With
amplitude modulation the complexity of the receiver and the tag can be drastically
simplified as there is no need for a different frequency for each symbol. Tag and
receiver are more complex as variation of modulating signal has to be converted and
detected from corresponding variation in frequencies.
Preliminary results were presented in previous work [96], where 4-PAM scheme
was selected due the low hardware complexity and low power consumption. This
work is an extensive presentation of the FM backscatter system in [96] thus theoret-
ical analysis of the system is provided as well as a real time receiver implementation.
Additional details about the tag are also provided. In particular, our tag employs
a single low cost transistor and a telescopic antenna achieving communication with
low bit rate for reduces power consumption. This work differs from [16, 17] since
it uses ambient FM signals as the carrier instead of an intentionally transmitted
unmodulated CW signal. The use of FM signals on the receiver increases the com-
plexity of selecting the thresholds associated with demodulation, as explained below
in section 5.5. In particular, we present a tag consisting of a MCU with a DAC
and an ADC. The tag could collect data from sensors through the ADC and pro-
cess them. The MCU creates the modulation pulses internally and controls the
RF front-end transistor via the DAC. A low cost SDR receiver is used similarly to
chapter 4.
This chapter is structured as follows: section 5.2 reviews the principles of the
proposed backscatter modulation scheme. Section 5.3 describes the tag hardware
implementation. Section 5.4 provides the theory and performance analysis of the
FM ambient 4-PAM technique. Section 5.5 discusses the theory and the receiver
implementation. In section 5.6, the proof-of-concept experimental communication
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Figure 5.1: Backscatter radio principle: An RF transistor alternates the termination
loads Zi of the antenna corresponding to different reflection coefficients Γi. Four
reflection coefficients (n = 4) could create a four pulse amplitude modulation (4-
PAM).
results are presented. Section 5.7 provides the comparison of our work with other
similar high order modulation works. Finally, section 5.8 concludes this work.
5.2 High Order Backscatter Modulation
In system of chapter 4, an RF switch was directly connected to the RF front-end
antenna in order to create the two discrete states. For high order modulations,
the number of states have to be increased and the RF circuit must create a specific
discrete impedance for each transmitted symbol. For this purpose, a single RF tran-
sistor circuit can be used as an active load in order to create different impedances for
the PAM constellation [17]. In this work an enhancement mode pseudomorphic high
electron mobility transistor (E-pHEMT) was used to implement a circuit compatible
with a 4-PAM scheme. The RF circuit presents four distinct impedance values for
a four different gate voltages. A given antenna with impedance Za connected to a
complex load with impedance Zi ∈ {Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4}, is associated with a reflection
coefficient obtained from equation 2.1. By changing the gate voltage of the tran-
sistor, four distinct reflection coefficients can be achieved corresponding to the four
symbols. The performance of PAM modulation is optimized when the Γi values lie
equidistantly along a straight line on the Smith Chart (Fig. 5.1, left) [17]. Consid-
ering the above, we can select the desired values of the reflection coefficients; an
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Table 5.1: 4-PAM Modulation Parameters
Γi Symbol Bits Vgate (mV)
−0.7245− j0.6922 −3 00 0
−0.3414− j0.2881 −1 01 333
+0.0223 + j0.1779 +1 11 387
+0.3079 + j0.6334 +3 10 600
example of four equidistant measured values on the same line is shown in Table 5.1.
Using this table and (2.1), the desired voltage values at the transistor gate can be
obtained. The received signal can be expressed with the complex baseband form















Figure 5.2: Schematic of Proof-of-concept tag. A low power micro-controller reads
the sensors and controls the RF front-end circuit.
Our tag consists of an ultra low power MCU connected with an RF front-end as
it is depicted in the block diagram of Fig. 5.2. The 8-bit PIC16LF1459 MCU from
Microchip Inc. was used, whitch consumes 25 µA/MHz of current at 1.8 V [46].
The clock of the MCU was programmed at 32 KHz in order to minimize the power
consumption of the tag. The MCU also has a sleep mode operation with current
consumption of 0.6 µA. The MCU includes a 10 bit ADC and collects data from
analog sensors on the tag. The 5-bit DAC of the MCU is used in our application to
drive the RF front-end transistor with different voltages. The DAC has the ability
to supply the gate of the transistor with 32 distinct voltage levels in order to change
the antenna load impedance. Fig. 5.3 depicts the tag power consumption for all
the possible DAC output voltages when the MCU was supplied by a 1.8 V voltage
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Figure 5.3: Digital-to-Analog Converter output voltage versus the tag power con-
sumption. The tag was measured at 1.8 V when the ADC was turned off. Four
optimal values were selected for the backscatter communication.
source. The figure shows the voltages up to 0.625 V, since the maximum voltage
for the transistor (DAC output), in our application was 0.6 V. Four DAC outputs
were selected for our backscatter modulation scheme as it is explained in more
details below. The tag was powered by the flexible solar panel, SP3-37 provided
by PowerFilm Inc. [54]. The solar panel charges a 220 µF tantalum capacitor
instead of a battery through a low-voltage-drop Schottky diode. An external voltage
reference IC XC6504 [48] was also used to supply the tag with a stable voltage (Vref)
1.8 V. The proposed sensor node does not focus on a specific sensing application
or power management system but only on the novel telecommunication part of the
system. An RF harvester could be designed in the future [97] to charge the capacitor
during the night in combination with solar cell during the day [53]. Another idea is
an integrated cooperative harvester capable of collecting both electromagnetic and
kinetic energy simultaneously as proposed in [98].
The RF front-end consists of the ATF52189 RF E-pHEMT from Broadcom [99]
and the SRH788 monopole antenna. The maximization of the magnitude of complex
reflection coefficient differences between the four states is a main objective for op-
timized backscatter communication [100]. In this work, a core RF circuit challenge
was to achieve the desired change of the drain impedance by varying the voltage
at the gate in the range between 0 to 0.6 V. The Advanced Design System (ADS)
from Keysight was used for the optimization of the RF front-end circuit. The simu-
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Figure 5.4: The fabricated tag prototype with the RF front-end board. The tags is
powered by a solar panel.
lations performed involved the variation of the gate voltage at the transistor from 0
to 0.6 V with a sweep of 0.01 V from 87.5 MHz to 108 MHz. More specifically the
large-signal S-parameter simulation was used to perform the backscatter modulation
in order to maximize the distance between the consecutive Γi values. Following the
aforementioned optimization procedure, the matching network between the transis-
tor and the antenna was composed by a capacitor and an inductor as depicted in the
schematic of Fig. 5.2. In the simulation we assumed that we have a ideal 50 Ohm
antenna connected with our RF front-end and the optimum component values were
found to be 68 pF and 27 nH.
The RF front-end board was fabricated on Astra MT77 substrate with thickness
0.762 mm, εr = 3.0 and tanδ = 0.0017. The main board of the proof-of-concept
tag that integrates the MCU was fabricated on a Rogers RO4350B substrate. The
fabricated prototypes and the solar panel are shown in Fig. 5.4. As mentioned,
the output of the DAC was connected with the gate of the transistor on the RF
front-end. The fabricated RF front-end board was measured using a vector network
analyser (VNA) with Pin = −20 dBm at the frequencies of the FM band, 87.5 −
108 MHz. Each DAC output corresponds to a specific reflection coefficient Γi and
all the possible voltages of Fig. 5.3 were tested through the VNA. Four voltages:
0, 333, 387 and 600 mV were found as the optimum values to supply the gate
of the transistor and create the 4-PAM modulation. The selected values are also
depicted in Fig. 5.3 creating four impedances or symbols for a specific frequency.
The measured Γi using the four voltages in the FM band are presented in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Smith Chart with measured reflection coefficient values for 4 different
voltage levels at the gate of transistor. The Pin was fixed at−20 dBm for frequencies
87.5− 108 MHz.
As it is observed, the selected voltage values offer almost equal distances between the
corresponding Γi. The prototype board was also tested at −10 dBm and −30 dBm
and the outcomes were similar with the results of Fig. 5.5. Table 5.1 also shows the
resulting Γi in combination with the symbols, the bits and the gate voltages at a
fixed frequency of 95.8 MHz. Using the four voltages at the gate of the transistor
and sweeping the frequency it is possible to observe that each state corresponds
to an “arc” on the Smith Chart. In particular, the set of four states (each line in
Fig. 5.5) rotates clockwise as the frequency increases. As per the design target, equal
distances between the symbols were achieved assuming antenna input impedance
equal with 50 Ohms, in order to maximize the SNR and thus the efficiency of
the PAM modulation. It is noted that our tag is a semi-passive design where the
available capacitor powers the MCU during transmission from the tag to the reader.
According to [100, 101] for semi-passive tags, the two pairs of symbols and (-1, +1)
must be diametrically opposite on two unit circles.
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-1 +1 +3-3
U0 U1 U2 U3
t01 t12 t2300 01 11 10
μ0 μ1 μ2 μ3
Figure 5.6: The 4-PAM symbols. Three thresholds are calculated for the decision.
5.4 Ambient FM 4-PAM Modulation
Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) is a method of sending information by scaling
a pulse shape with the amplitude of the symbols and duration Tsymbol [102]. In the 4-
PAM there are four symbols and each symbol corresponds to a pair of two bits. Each
bit duration is denoted as Tbit and the data bit rate is 2/Tbit bits per second (bps).
According to 4-PAM it is possible to transmit two bits with each symbol/pulse, for
example, by associating the amplitudes of -3,-1,+1,+3, with four bit choices 00,
01, 11, and 10 (Table. 5.1). The symbols ±1,±3 are shown in Fig. 5.6 and the
bit representation of the symbols is Gray coded [45]. In order to transmit a digital
stream, it must be converted into an analog signal. After conversion of the bits into




xnΠ[t− nTsymbol − τ ] (5.1)
where xn ∈ {−3,−1,+1,+3}, N is the number of transmitted symbols and Π(t) is
a pulse with duration Tsymbol. Thus, each member of the 4-PAM data sequence is
multiplied by a pulse that is non-zero over the appropriate time window.
The proof-of-concept tag was set up to send a fixed bitstream packet format. In
this work the fixed bit sequence was: 10001000100111-00-01-0111100011 which is
translated to symbol sequence: +3-3+3-3+3-1+1 -3 -1 -1+1+3-3+1. Transmission
of some known preamble data is required at the receiver to identify the beginning
of a frame (packet) at the transmission. Here the first seven symbols (14 bits) were
added before the message sequence as a preamble. The symbols of the preamble are
used also as training symbols as explained below. After the preamble, “Tag Number”
bits (2 bits), “Sensor Number” bits (2 bits) and “Sensor Data” bits (10 bits) follow.
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T = 5.8 mssymbol
2 mV/Div - 10 ms/Div00
10  00  10  00  10
01 11
00  01 01  11  10  00  11
Preamble Sensor & Tag ID Data
Figure 5.7: An oscilloscope measurement of the sending packet. Voltage levels
correspond to the 4-PAM symbols at the gate of the transistor are presented.
The “Tag Number” bits were utilized in case that four different tags will be used in
a future wireless sensor network. With this allocation, the tag could support up to
four sensors and the “Sensor ID” part is used to identify the sensor number. The
last 10 bits section is used for transmitting the sensor data. An example of the
transmitted packet is depicted in Fig. 5.7 and more bits could be added in order to
include extra sensors or tags.
5.5 Receiver
5.5.1 Receiver Theory
FM radio stations typically operate in the range of frequencies from 88 MHz to
108 MHz and use frequency modulation in order to transmit the audio signals.
The FM signals are described in chapter 4 and are given by the formulations xFM
and m(t) of the section 4.2.1. In our case, an FM modulated signal is used for
communication instead of a CW signal and the complex baseband received signal
is described by yamp(t) signal in (4.3) and contains the rectangular pulses of (5.1).
Initially, a similar procedure as in section 4.4 is followed at the receiver. The signal
Z(t) from equation (4.12) is correlated with a pulse q(t) = 1 for 0 < t ≤ Tsymbol and
a synchronization procedure is then applied in order to identify the stating point of
the frame. A DC removal is required for the synchronization; since the DC term
does not contribute with any information on the transmitted data, it can be ignored
in the remaining of the receiver processing. The obtained signal can be expressed
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as:







Using the 4-PAM modulation, |h(t)|2 can take four values (hi(t)) with i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}













Using Xi = TsymbolA
2|hi|2 it is straightforward to show that Ui is a Gaussian process
with Ui ∼ N (µi, σ2i ). The mean and variance are analysed as:
µi = TsymbolA









Our system works in non-coherent mode where the algorithm does not perform
synchronisation between receiver and transmitter. A non-coherent algorithm does
not use phase and frequency estimation techniques that add complexity and rate
loss at the receiver [103].
For the symbol detection the minimum distance (Maximum-Likelihood) rule is
used thus no a priori information on the transmitted symbols is available for our
system [45]. The decision boundaries and the transmitted constellation for a given
measurement Ui, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} are depicted in Fig. 5.6. Three decision boundaries
t01, t12 and t23 are located between the subsequent symbols. They quantise the signal
values as decisions are taken by comparing by comparing them with the thresholds.











with Pe,i the error probability of each symbol. For example, when the symbol -3 was
sent, the probability of error is the probability to decide in the right side of threshold
t01 (Fig. 5.6) and it is defined as P (U > t01|U0). The conditional error probability
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for each symbol can be calculated and simplified using Q-function accordingly:







































2/2dt the Q function. For two adjacent conditional proba-
bilities we can assume that:
P (U = t01|U0) = P (U = t01|U1) (5.8)













thus U0, U1 are Gaussian as it was mentioned before. Using the above equality the

















It is clear that the threshold t01 is a function of µ0 and σ0 parameters and in practice
it depends on time-varying received SNR. It is noticed that since µ0 < t01 < µ1 only
one of the two above solutions is valid for the detection. Also it can be observed
that if σ20 = σ
2
1 the threshold can be simplified as t01 = (µ0 +µ1)/2 and it is located
in the middle between the two symbols. Following the same derivation, the other
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Next, a simple estimation approach is proposed for the calculation of the decision
thresholds. If we assume high SNR for our received signal and thus TsymbolA
2|hi|2 
TsymbolNw we can say that:
µi ∼ TsymbolA2|hi|2, σ2i ∼ 2NwTsymbolµi. (5.12)













Having the three thresholds, we can take the decision and ML method performs
independent detection of the four double-bit symbols according to decision areas of
Fig. 5.6. The detection method is explained below:
• Decide X0 from U0 if U < t01.
• Decide X1 from U1 if t01 < U < t12.
• Decide X2 from U2 if t12 < U < t23.
• Decide X3 from U3 if t23 > U .
5.5.2 Receiver Implementation
In this chapter, the low cost RTL SDR of section 2.6 was used as receiver. It was
connected with a telescopic monopole antenna for FM signals reception. The gain
of the monopole is 2.15 dBi from 5 to 300 MHz. The sampling rate of the SDR
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I/Q Capture
















Figure 5.8: Flowchart of the receiver algorithm implemented in MATLAB software.
was fixed at 1 MSps for this work. At 98.5 MHz the sensitivity of the receiver was
estimated at −129 dBm [104] and this makes it suitable for our low cost application.
A modified version of previous algorithm in section 4.5 was used for our real-
time receiver algorithm. The flowchart of the 4-PAM receiver is shown in Fig. 5.8
and the MATLAB algorithm is available in Appendix A.3. The algorithm captures
data in a specific time window equal with 3× packet duration and packet duration
= 14 ∗ Tsymbol. The baseband received signal can be expressed using the (4.21).
that includes the modulated useful information and a component based on the FM
message. The absolute squared value of yr[k] was taken and a matched filtering was
utilized to maximize the SNR. The matched filter is a square pulse signal with Tsymbol
duration and acts as a low-pass filter that removes out-of-band signals. Fig. 5.9 (a)
shows an example of a received packet in time domain after the absolute square
operation. The packet after the low-pass filtering is depicted in Fig. 5.9 (b). The
packet was captured using a real FM station in an indoor demo as it is explained in
section 5.6. It can be observed that the packet also includes spurious/noise signals
from the building environment.
Following the same steps of previous chapter, a downsampling operation by a
factor of 10 was applied in order to reduce the computational complexity of the
following steps without compromising the detection quality. Proper decoding re-
quires locating where the frame starts and this step is called frame synchronization.
Cross-correlation was used for the synchronization with a known preamble sequence
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.9: Received packet signal. a) Signal after squared absolute operation and
b) signal after matched filtering for Tsymbol = 5.4 ms.
10-00-10-00-10-01-11. As it is observed the preamble includes all the symbols
at least once and in this work, it is used also for training. In particular, the group
of training symbols are send prior to the useful data symbols and they are useful
for calculation of the thresholds. More specifically it consists of seven symbols and
the last four of them are used to estimate the µi and σi of each symbol and thus
the three thresholds. During synchronization, it is also detected if the signal is an
inverted waveform or not. An inverted waveform (Fig. 5.9) results due to the multi-
path channel characteristics and the high level of the signal has become low and vice
versa. This is detected through the comparison of the detected preamble bits with
our a priori known preamble and the inverse known preamble [90]. The correlation
operation that returns the maximum result, indicates where the packet starts and
if it is inverted or not. The inversion is position-dependent and this information is
required for the next step.
Three amplitude thresholds are calculated using the theoretical formulations of
(5.13) and (5.14). For each packet coming at the receiver it is necessary to calculate
different thresholds and thus different µi, σi values. In Fig. 5.10, the estimated
thresholds for the signal of Fig. 5.9 are depicted. The thresholds are inverted because
our initial signal was inverted.
Next, the algorithm quantizes the received signal based on the three thresholds.
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Figure 5.10: Received packet without the preamble after matched filtering. The
respective symbols can be decided using three thresholds.
Samples every Tsymbol are taken and compared with threshold(s) to determine the
recovered data symbols. A transmitted symbol is determined if the sample corre-
sponds to its specific symbol region. In Fig. 5.10 is depicted the useful signal of
Fig. 5.9 without the preamble bits and a specific symbol/region corresponds to a
received sample for a given Tsymbol. Finally, a quantizer makes the decisions that
are then decoded back from symbols to the bits of the message. In Fig. 5.10 can
be observed that the distances between symbols are not equal or maximized instead
of the Γi in Fig. 5.5. In the RF front-end design we assumed that the antenna is
matched to 50 Ohms and we used a commercial antenna afterwards. The monopole
antenna was not well matched thus the GND plane of our RF front-end was small,
and this leads to a discrepancy from the desired reflection coefficients. As a result,
there is a corresponding reduction in the distance between the symbols and thus
performance degradation. As part of future work, we will optimize the bias points
taking into account the measured antenna impedance values.
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Figure 5.11: Schematic of the experimental setup in the anechoic chamber. The
transmitter-to-tag distance and the tag-to-reader distance were 1.5 m.
5.6 Measurement Results
In order to evaluate telecommunication measurements for our system, the proof-of-
concept tag prototype was programmed to produce a fixed packet bit-stream at the
DAC output. The symbol representation of bit-sequence was described above and
it is depicted in Fig. 5.7. The figure is an oscilloscope measurement and shows the
four voltage levels of the transmitted symbols that are used to drive the transistor.
The Tsymbol was fixed at 5.8 ms and thus the bit rate is calculated at 345 bps. It can
be observed that a small variation between the gate voltages corresponding to the
states -1 and +1 occurs. This variation does not correspond to small variation in
Γi but leads to the maximum distance between Γ1 and Γ2 as it is shown in Fig. 5.5.
This is due to the non-linear relationship between the transistor gate voltage and
the corresponding Γi.
To test the performance of the backscatter communication link we first demon-
strated our system in a controlled environment (anechoic chamber). The same setup,
lab equipment and configuration with our previous section 4.6 was used. The RF
front-end antenna was placed 1.5 m away from the receiver antenna while the FM
generator antenna was 1.5 m way from the tag. The generator and the reader use
commercial passive FM antennas with gain 2.15 dBi. For our deployment we used
the bistatic architecture where the illuminating CW emitter and the receiver of the
reflected signals are distinct units, located at different positions. The bistatic topol-
ogy is showed in Fig. 5.11 and the signal generator was set at 98.5 MHz. Different
transmit power levels were recoded at the generator while the tag was set to send
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Figure 5.12: Experimental bit error rate (BER) versus the transmitted power at the
generator. The bit rate was 345 bps and the distances transmitter-to-tag, tag-to-
reader were 1.5 m.
the fixed packet continuously. At the receiver, the bandwidth around the carrier
frequency was fixed at 1 MHz. In order to compute the BER, 1200 packets of data
were collected for a varying transmit power from −45 to −20 dBm. Each packet
contains 28 bits and thus the transmitted bits were 33600. The resulting BER versus
the transmit power is shown in Fig. 5.12 and the minimum BER value at −20 dBm
was measured to be 8.16 ∗ 10−4. In the previous chapter we use 2-ASK modula-
tion with FM0 encoding and was showed that BER approached 2.5 ∗ 10−3 when the
transmit power was −30 dBm. As expected, the BER increased as the power at the
generator decreases thus the reader can not decode successfully the packets. The
4-PAM high order modulation is less efficient compared to the binary modulation
referred in chapter 4. With 4-PAM we need higher SNR to get the same BER that
we would get with 2-PAM (2-ASK). In Fig. 5.12 the theoretical BER results are also
depicted along with the measurements.
For the theoretical calculations of BER (Pb) the formula of (5.6) is used with
the four corresponding Q functions of (5.7). Using a capture of 100 packets we
calculated the µi value and the σi value of each symbol and thus the thresholds.
In order to achieve accurate results we used all the symbols of the packet and not
only the from the preamble. A different Pb was calculated for each packet and an
average value of probabilities was taken at the end. This was performed in order
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Figure 5.13: Measured bit error rate (BER) versus the tag-to-reader distance. A
FM station 34 Km away was used and the communication bit rate was 345 bps.
to account for the variable thresholds across different packets. A good agreement
between simulation and measurement results can be observed. Theoretical results
were performed for transmitted power up to −15 dBm where the BER approached
10−8. For 10−8 BER we need 3 ∗ 10+8 bits for a confidence level of 0.95 [105] and in
the measurements we used only 33600 transmitted bits.
The tag was also tested indoors using the most powerful FM station that was
measured in the building. It corresponds to the BBC 95.8 MHz station which is
located around 34.65 Km away from experimental setup. The radiated power of the
FM station was 250 KW and the power of the received FM signal next to the tag
antenna, was measured with a spectrum analyser at around −40 dBm. The BER
was measured for different tag-to-reader distances. and the BER results are shown
in Fig. 5.13 for a fixed bit rate of 345 bps.
The 4-PAM high order modulation is less efficient compared to the binary mod-
ulation referred. There is a clear trade-off between performance and spectral effi-
ciency. Given a baseband channel with bandwidth B and a PAM constellation, by
increasing the order of modulation (m = 2) we can increase the spectral efficiency
Rb/B = 2m bps/Hz and we can transmit with a higher bit rate Rb. The perfor-
mance of modulation is decreased thus given a fixed BER value, the SNR that is
necessary to achieve must be increased with m.
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Table 5.2: Tag Power Characteristics
Operation Mode µW Bit rate (kbps)
Sleep: (no DAC, no ADC) 1.08 0
Active: 2-ASK (no DAC, no ADC) 6.48 0.147
Active: 2-ASK (no DAC, ADC) 396 0.147
Active: 4-PAM (DAC, no ADC) 27 0.345
Active: 4-PAM (DAC, ADC) 432 0.345
Active: 4-PAM (DAC, no ADC) 283 10.2
Active: 4-PAM (DAC, ADC) 501 10.2
A link budget was also calculated to estimate the received power of our signal
[42]. The FM backscatter system is similar to a bistatic radar setup where the FM
station source and FM receiver are physically separated. Referring to the geometry
of Fig. 5.11 and assuming free space propagation between the emitter and the tag








with GSDR, Dtag-SDR, the receiver antenna gain and tag-to-receiver distance respec-
tively. DFM-tag is the distance from the FM station to the tag, and EIRP is the
effective isotropic radiated power of the FM station. The PSDR is proportional to




G2tag|Γi − Γi+1|2 (5.16)
where Gtag is the tag antenna gain. For our calculations we assumed, the frequency
of 95.8 MHz, Gtag = GSDR = 0.5 dBi, Dtag-SDR = 0.8 m and DFM-tag = 34.65 km.
Using the four reflection coefficients of Table 5.1, we estimated the three received
power magnitudes as: −40.9, −40.4 and −41.2 dBm. For backscatter using more
than two reflection states, we can modify the expressions to identify the worst case
differential RCS between any two reflection states, since this worst case received





i,j for i 6=j
|Γi − Γj|2. (5.17)
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Table 5.3: High Order Modulation Backscatter Designs
Work Modulation Backscatter Signal Power Part Bit rate Energy/bit Range (m)
This work 4-PAM Ambient FM 27 µW (Meas) Tag+Modulator 345 bps 78.2 nJ/bit 1
This work 4-PAM Ambient FM 501 µW (Meas) Tag+Modulator 10.2 Kbps 27.7 nJ/bit -
[14] 4-QAM UHF CW 115 nW+6mW (Meas) Tag+Modulator 400 kbps 15 nJ/bit 2.92
[16] 16-QAM UHF CW 1.49 mW (Meas) Modulator 96 Mbps 15.5 pJ/bit 1.24
[17] 16-QAM UHF CW 1 mW (Meas) Modulator 60 Mbps 6.7 pJ/bit -
[18] 32-QAM 5.8 GHz CW 113 µW (Sim) Tag+Modulator 2.5 Mbps 49.1 pJ/bit -
[94] 4-PSK UHF TV - Tag+Modulator 20 kbps - 0.7
[95] 4-QAM Cellular & Wi-Fi 27 nW (Sim) Modulator 500 kbps 0.054 pJ/bit -
[73] 4-FSK Ambient FM 11.07 µW (Sim) Tag+Modulator 3.2 kbps 3.46 nJ/bit 4.8
For power consumption comparison and validation purposes, 2-ASK binary mod-
ulation with FM0 encoding (chapter 4) was designed on this proof-of-concept tag.
The proposed MCU was used without the DAC thus binary modulation requires
only a digital output pin in order to control the transistor. For the 2-ASK and using
the clock of 32 kHz, the minimum Tsymbol achieved was 3.4 ms and it corresponds
to a bit rate of 147 bps. Table 5.2 presents the average power consumption results
for 2-ASK and 4-PAM in addition to corresponding bit rates. In binary modulation
the average power dissipation was measured at 6.48 µW when the ADC was off
and 396 µW when the ADC was activated. The ADC is used for sensing and it
is turned off exactly after the data collection in order to reduce the average power
consumption. Using the high order modulation, the 4-PAM was measured at 27 µW
with the ADC disabled and 432 µW with ADC turned on. The proposed tag was
programmed in a higher bit rate of 10.2 Kbps only for power measurements purpose
and the power consumption was measured at 501 µW when the ADC was turned
on and 501 µW when the ADC was off. An increment of power consumption of the
tag plus the modulator (RF transistor) is observed for 4-PAM when is programmed
at a higher bit rate. There is also a trade-off between the bit rate and the power
consumption across the two modulation schemes. The bit rate is almost duplicated
but the consumption is not, due to the non-linear behaviour of the DAC component.
5.7 Discussion
The DC power consumption reported in this work compared with all the similar ref-
erenced works so far, are summarized in Table 5.3. The table presents all the designs
that include hardware implementation and use only high order modulation over a
CW/ambient signal in order to communicate. Our tag has been measured at low bit
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rate using ambient FM signals for communication and ensure fair comparison with
the other works. As shown, this works represents the lowest power consumption
ambient backscatter hardware prototype implementation with high order modula-
tion, reported to date. The energy per bit was calculated at 78 nJ/bit for 345 bps
and 27.7 nJ/bit for 10.2 kbps including the energy consumption of the modulator
(RF transistor). In [14] the static DC power consumption of the modulator, ex-
cluding the power consumption of the microcontroller, was 115 nW corresponding
to a data rate of 400 kbps. The tag was fixed at 2.92 m away from the transmitter
antenna with EIRP +38.4 dBm. In their prototype tag, a MSP430 microcontroller
was consuming an additional 3− 6 mW when generating the data. A CR2032 3 V
lithium coin cell battery was used as a power source for the device. In [16] the
semi-passive device was using a CR2032 3 V coin cell battery for DC power and
it was capable of transmitting 96 Mbps with the modulator consuming 1.49 mW
(15.5 pJ/bit). Using a transmitter with +23 dBm EIRP the backscatter data link
had a measured operating distance of 1.24 m in a typical indoor environment. The
[14, 16] were utilizing 4-QAM and 16-QAM respectively on an UHF CW signal. In
[17] the value of energy spent in the 16-QAM modulator was 16.7 pJ/bit for a data
rate of 60 Mbps and the average power consumption was estimated at 1 mW. [18]
presents a 113 µW 32-QAM transmitter employing the backscattering technique for
the transmitting part. In [94] a 4-PSK hardware prototype link was implemented
using ambient signals. Two tags can communicate with information rate of 20 kbps
over a distance of 0.7 m. An RF source was setup to transmit the single tone at
539 MHz with power 10 dBm. In [95], a system capable of modulating the ambient
signals was designed for two different ambient sources (cellular and Wi-Fi signals)
with 4-QAM high order modulation. Considering a data rate of 500 kbps, the power
consumption of the modulator was 27 nW with 0.054 pJ energy per bit. The designs
of [17, 95] were tested using a signal generator to generate the transmitter signals
and an arbitrary waveform generator to generate the voltage levels at the gate of
each transistor. A coupler was used to measure the reflected signal from the circuit,
by a VNA. Finally, in [73], the ambient signals were used for communication and
for their tag, they simulated an integrated circuit that backscatters audio signals,
and showed that it consumes 11.07 µW at 3.2 kbps bit rate. For testing their 4-
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FSK modulator prototype, they used an arbitrary waveform generator. A USRP
transmitter was setup to broadcast mono and stereo audio signals with power up to
−60 dBm. For transmit power −60 dBm at 1.6 and 3.2 kbps, the BER was low at
distances (tag-to-reader) as high as 4.8 m. Further, at 1.6 kbps, the BERs were still
low up to 0.9 m and 1.82 m at −60 and −50 dBm respectively.
An alternative solution for our RF front-end is the use of four lumped impedances
instead of one transistor. For example, the modulator in [14, 94] includes a 4-to-
1 Mux (a SP4T CMOS RF switch) to modulate the circuit impedance between 4
impedance states. It can be thought of as an “impedance DAC” that converts a
2-bit digital input to a specified modulating impedance. The multi-state RF switch
based modulator is power efficient as the DAC solution, though it trades off the board
area and the more complex implementation. In case of an IC implementation it is
required bigger die area because 4 switched impedances are required to implement
4-ary modulation. The solution of a simple impedance transistor and a DAC seems
to be a promising solution with similar power consumption but reduced die area.
A future challenge for this work is to employ communication measurements
(BER) for the 2-PAM using this tag and compare them with the existing high
order modulation results. The tag that is proposed in this work is semi-passive
since it uses a super capacitor for power supply. With the utilization of the bistatic
topology and semi-passive tags that communicate with a low bit rate, it is possible
to implement a wireless sensor network, comprising the proposed low-cost sensor/-
tags. In that scenario, multiple tags could communicate with only one reader using
a TDMA scheme. Each tag could be programmed to work in a duty cycle operation
in order to minimize the average power consumption. Each tag will be active only
for a desired minimum period of time (i.e. send two packets) and in “sleep” mode
for most of the time where the power consumption is only 1.08 µW. The receiver
could sent a pure CW signal in order to wake up the nearby tags from the “sleep”
mode. The tags could send their information in random intervals in order to avoid
a possible signal collision.
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5.8 Conclusion
In this work, we designed and integrated an ultra-low-power sensor node/tag with
ambient FM backscatter and high order modulation capabilities. The tag can read
up to four sensors and modulate the information using 4-PAM modulation instead
of the binary 2-PAM. The transmitted bit rate is duplicated and the tag uses the
ambient FM signals in order to send the data to a low-cost SDR reader. A real time
algorithm was implemented in order to read the reflected signals and communication
was demonstrated experimentally indoors. The tag does not require batteries and
was supplied with a small solar panel consuming only 27 µW. This high order
modulation approach is the first demonstration of backscatter 4-PAM modulation
on ambient FM signals. It also paves the way for practical deployments for short




This work opens a new direction for backscatter research by showing spread-spectrum-
modulation and ambient FM backscatter tags. They can exploit data acquisition
from sensors with low power operation and communication ranges up to 10 meters.
It seems that the use of ambient FM signals as the only source of both the carrier
and “maybe” the tag power is an extremely high energy-efficient communication
technique compared to the general RFID technique. At the receiver part, we focus
to transmit our useful signals to smartphones using FM backscatter communica-
tion. The TV signals are an alternative solution for the ambient source due to their
shorter wavelength which means small antennas. Since our application will take
advantage on the fact that smartphones have FM receivers, the TV signals do not
fulfil our requirements.
Two of the main risks of our work was: 1) If the power dissipation of the elec-
tronics is too high, a duty cycle operation will be implemented, and a larger solar
panel need be used. 2) If the modulator efficiency is low, the range of communi-
cation will be limited. The proposed implementations offer many advantages but
also many possibilities for future improvements. Next, a list of future work for a
low-cost, long-range ambient backscatter setup is reported:
• A smartphone as a receiver.
Broadcast FM radio infrastructure already exists in cities around the world
and devices such as smartphones and cars have the receiver hardware to de-
code our target ambient signals. Using a commercial cheap smartphone as a
receiver, the cost of the communication setup is decreased dramatically instead
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of using a heavy, costly SDR receiver connected with a computer. The ma-
jority of smartphones have inside a FM receiver and they could be operate as
SDRs enabling a low cost communication. Using the embedded FM tuner, an
Android application and signal processing we could be able to read the useful
information of the tag. Finally, many phones use wired headphones as FM
radio antennas. Although many smartphone manufacturers recently removed
the standard 3.5 mm headphone connector from their latest models, they offer
adapters to connect wired headphones. A user standing close to the tag and
wearing the pair of headphones connected to the smartphone, could receive
the backscattered signals and thus the useful information.
• Reduce the tag power consumption.
The power consumption of the tag can be reduced by the following modi-
fications. First, it is possible to use a more energy efficient MCUs such as
PIC16LF1459 (25 µA/MHz at 1.8 V) [46] or small FPGAs (Microsemi IGLOO
nano) for the spread spectrum modulation tag [62]. Similarly, one can select
sensing elements with minimum power dissipation or even employ some passive
sensing technique such as for example [109, 110]. Second, the RF front-end
can be modified to use instead of an off-the-shelf switch, a single transistor
based switch such as the ones in [17, 111] with pJ/bit energy consumption.
Finally, a customized CMOS based IC may provide an even further reduction
of dissipated power, as suggested in [73].
• More energy harvesting techniques.
In addition to reducing the circuit consumption, battery-less operation can be
achieved by exploring energy harvesting techniques. There are several studies
related to the availability of ambient RF energy [112–115] as well as demon-
strations of sensors powered by harvesting ambient RF energy from TV [84],
Wi-Fi [116] or even microwave oven signals [117], which could be used for smart
house-targeted sensors. In addition, multiple technology of energy harvesters
such as solar and electromagnetic energy harvesters can be employed in order
to combine the different forms of ambient energy availability [53, 118].
• Extend the tag-to-reader range.
Utilizing the bistatic topology and semi-passive tags that communicate with a
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low bitrate, it is possible to implement long range backscatter communication.
In order to further improve the tag-to-reader communication range a new
compact RF front-end could be designed and optimized together with a coil
FM antenna on the same substrate. Finally, the combination of a chirp spread
spectrum modulation scheme (chapter 3) with ambient FM signals is a well
promising approach for range extension. As chirp spread spectrum uses its
entire allocated bandwidth to broadcast a signal, it makes it robust to channel
noise. Further, because the chirps utilize a broad band of the spectrum, chirp





A.1 Morse Code Receiver
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %Spi ro s Daska lak i s
3 %20−11−2016
4 %Daska lak i sp i ros@gmai l . com
5 %wwww. d a s k a l a k i s p i r o s . com
6 %Morse s i g n a l t r a n s l a t i o n
7 %S i n g l e : only f o r one senso r ( not WSN)
8 %Data i s captured from RTL SDR througth GNURADIO
9 %compatible with windows−l i nux
10 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
11 c l o s e a l l ;
12 c l e a r a l l ;
13 c l c ;
14 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
15 GAIN=−10;
16 Fs = 250 e3 ; %Same as gnuradio
17 Ts = 1/Fs ;
18 Reso lut ion = 1 ; % in Hz
19 N F = Fs/ Reso lut ion ;
20 F ax i s = −Fs /2 : Fs/N F : Fs/2−Fs/N F ;
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21 %Subca r r i e r c en t e r Freq
22 SUB CENTER = [ 3 3 0 0 0 ]
23 SUB BW = 0.5 e3 ;
24 f i = fopen ( ’ s p i r o s 2 ’ , ’ rb ’ ) ;
25 t sampl ing = 1 . 1 ; % seconds
26 N samples = round ( Fs∗ t sampl ing ) ;
27 t = 0 : Ts : t sampl ing−Ts ;
28 packets = 0 ;
29 HIST SIZE = 50 ;
30 c f o c o u n t e r =1;
31 DF est =0;
32 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
33 whi le (1 )
34 x = f r ead ( f i , 2∗N samples , ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ ) ;% get samples (∗2 f o r
I−Q)
35 x = x ( 1 : 2 : end ) + j ∗x ( 2 : 2 : end ) ; % d e i n t e r l e a v i n g
36 packets = packets + 1
37 i f (˜mod( c fo counte r , 3) )
38 % f f t
39 x f f t = f f t s h i f t ( f f t (x , N F) ) ;
40 % cfo es t imate
41 [ mval mpos ] = max( abs ( x f f t ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
42 DF est = F ax i s (mpos ) ;
43 end
44 % cfo c o r r e c t i o n
45 x c o r r = x .∗ exp(− j ∗2∗ pi ∗DF est∗ t ) . ’ ;
46 % c o r r e c t e d c f o
47 x c o r r f f t = f f t s h i f t ( f f t ( x cor r , N F) ) ;
48 % sensor ’ s f f t
49 F power x1 =(10∗ l og10 ( ( abs ( x c o r r f f t ) . ˆ 2 ) ∗Ts) )+GAIN;
50 c f o c o u n t e r = c f o c o u n t e r + 1 ;
51 abstream=abs ( x c o r r ) ;
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52 z = s i g n a l p r o c ( Fs , SUB CENTER,SUB BW, abstream ) ;
53 MorseDemodulator ( z ) ;
54 i f (mod( packets , HIST SIZE ) ==0)
55 r e turn ;
56 end
57 end
1 f unc t i on [ d i g i t Mor s e ] = s i g n a l p r o c ( Fs , SUB CENTER,SUB BW,
abstream )
2 Ts = 1/Fs ;
3 % Design and apply the bandpass f i l t e r
4 speed =104.3;
5 d i t = 1 .2 / speed ;
6 d i t s amp l e s = Fs∗ d i t ;
7 over = round ( d i t /Ts ) ;
8 newover = 10 ;
9 order = 2 ;
10 LEFT = SUB CENTER − SUB BW;
11 RIGHT = SUB CENTER + SUB BW;
12 %Higher o rde r s w i l l g i ve b e t t e r o f f−f r equency r e j e c t i o n at
the
13 %expense o f a l onge r impulse re sponse and a l i t t l e more
computation expense
14 [ b , a ] = butte r ( order , [ LEFT,RIGHT] / ( Fs /2) , ’ bandpass ’ ) ;
15 %gia na prosomeioso tho r ivo vazo 1 2 1 . . ka i kano a c t i v e to
parakato
16 %[ b , a ] = butterTwoBp (1/ Fs , LEFT, RIGHT ) ;
17 %x = f i l t e r (b , a , abstream ) ;
18 x = f i l t f i l t (b , a , abstream ) ;
19 % EnaergyPacket=sum( x . ˆ 2 ) ∗Ts
20 %x f = m f i l t e r (x , 1 7 , Fs ,13180) ;
21 % hal f−wave r e c t i f y x
22 x2 = abs ( x ) ;
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23 % slow−wave f i l t e r
24 %f l t = d i t samp l e s ;
25 %y = f i l t e r ( ones (1 , f l t ) / f l t , 1 , x2 ) ;
26 matcheds=ones ( round ( d i t s amp l e s ) , 1 ) ;
27 y=conv ( matcheds , x2 ) ;
28 %agc1 = comm.AGC;
29 %rxSig = agc1 ( y )
30 agc = max( y ) ;
31 th r e sho ld = agc /3 ;
32 %downsample
33 y = y ( 1 : over /newover : end ) ;
34 % thre sho ld ( d i g i t i z e ) y
35 d ig i t Mor s e = ( y > th r e sho ld ) ;
36 % z i s now e f f e c t i v e l y our morse s i g n a l
37 a x i s x= ( 1 : l ength ( x ) )∗Ts ;
38 %f i g u r e 3= f i g u r e ;
39 %axes1 = axes ( ’ Parent ’ , f i gu r e3 , ’ YGrid ’ , ’ on ’ , ’ XGrid ’ , ’ on ’ , ’
FontSize ’ , 1 8 ) ;
40 f i g u r e (3 ) ;
41 subplot ( 3 , 1 , 1 ) ;
42 p lo t ( ax i s x , x , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1 , ’ Color ’ , [ 0 0 0 ] ) ;
43 g r id on ;
44 t i t l e ( ’ BandPass F i l t e r ’ ) ;
45 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
46 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
47 subplot ( 3 , 1 , 2 ) ;
48 p lo t (y , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1 , ’ Color ’ , [ 0 0 0 ] ) ;
49 g r id on ;
50 t i t l e ( ’ Matched F i l t e r ’ ) ;
51 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
52 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
53 subplot ( 3 , 1 , 3 ) ;
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54 p lo t ( d ig i t Morse , ’ LineWidth ’ ,1 , ’ Color ’ , [ 0 0 0 ] ) ;
55 drawnow
56 t i t l e ( ’ D i g i t i z e d Morse S igna l ’ ) ;
57 g r id on ;
58 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
59 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ , 18) ;
60 end
1 f unc t i on [ ] = MorseDemodulator v2 ( d i g s i g )
2 %zero pad z so we always s t a r t with an onset
3 %d i g s i g = [ z e r o s (10 ,1 ) ; d i g s i g ] ;
4 % id tones / spaces −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
5 % −−> f i n d changes between 0/1 and 1/0
6 b = d i f f ( d i g s i g ) ;
7 %f i g u r e (2 ) ; p l o t (b , ’ o ’ ) ;
8 % 1 : change from 1 to 0
9 % 0 : no change
10 % −1: change from 0 to 1
11 c = b(b˜=0) ;
12 c2 = f i n d (b˜=0) ;
13 tokens = −c .∗ d i f f ( [ 0 ; c2 ] ) ;
14 %f i g u r e (3 ) ; p l o t ( tokens ) ;
15 % value == length o f token
16 % s ign == tone / space
17 % id sh o r t s / longs −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
18 % s i n c e shor t / long should be bi−modal d i s t , a r e g u l a r
average should g ive
19 % us a good c u t o f f po int to d i s t i n g u i s h between the two? (
assuming equal
20 % counts o f shor t and long . . . )
21 % use mean as s imple c u t o f f po int ; smarter a lgor i thms can
get smarter about
22 % t h i s c l a s s i f i c a t i o n i f they want to .
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23 % 1 : short , 2 : long , +: tone , −: space
24 tokens2 = tokens ;
25 % c u t o f f tones , c u t o f f spaces ;
26 c u t t = mean( tokens2 ( tokens2>0) ) ;
27 c u t s = mean( tokens2 ( tokens2<0) ) ;
28 %thesho ld f o r spase s bettwen words
29 w spase=min ( tokens2 ( tokens2<0) ) /2 ;
30 tokens2 ( tokens > 0 & tokens < c u t t ) = 1 ;
31 tokens2 ( tokens > 0 & tokens > c u t t ) = 2 ;
32 tokens2 ( tokens < 0 & tokens > c u t s ) = −1;
33 tokens2 ( tokens < 0 & tokens < c u t s ) = −2;
34 tokens2 ( tokens < 0 & tokens < w spase ) = −3;
35 % now tokens 2 i s a s t r i n g o f −1s , −2s , 1s , 2s , can trim
f i r s t known space ;
36 % put f i n a l endstop at end
37 tokens2 = [ tokens2 ( 2 : end ) ; −2];
38 % can drop l i t t l e spaces , b/c they don ’ t matter when par s ing
;
39 tokens2 ( tokens2 == −1) = [ ] ;
40 tokens3 = tokens2 ;
41 tokens4 = {} ;
42 s t a r t i d x = 1 ;
43 topar se = f i n d ( tokens3 ( s t a r t i d x : end ) <= −2) ;
44 i n t =1;
45 f o r j =1: l ength ( topar se )
46 a = topar se ( j ) ;
47 temp = tokens3 ( s t a r t i d x : a−1) ;
48 tokens4 { i n t } = temp ;
49 tokens4 { i n t+1}= tokens3 ( a ) ;
50 % zeropad f o r easy comparison
51 %tokens4 { j } = [ tokens4 { j } ; z e r o s ( l ength ( tokens4 { j }) , 1) ] ;
52 s t a r t i d x = a+1;
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53 i n t=i n t +2;
54 end
55 % now tokens4 i s de−codeable tokens . . . proceed to setup
lookups
56 % l e t t e r s
57 code {1} = [ 1 2 ] ;
58 code {2} = [ 2 1 1 1 ] ;
59 code {3} = [ 2 1 2 1 ] ;
60 code {4} = [ 2 1 1 ] ;
61 code {5} = [ 1 ] ;
62 code {6} = [ 1 1 2 1 ] ;
63 code {7} = [ 2 2 1 ] ;
64 code {8} = [ 1 1 1 1 ] ;
65 code {9} = [ 1 1 ] ;
66 code {10} = [ 1 2 2 2 ] ;
67 code {11} = [ 2 1 2 ] ;
68 code {12} = [ 1 2 1 1 ] ;
69 code {13} = [ 2 2 ] ;
70 code {14} = [ 2 1 ] ;
71 code {15} = [ 2 2 2 ] ;
72 code {16} = [ 1 2 2 1 ] ;
73 code {17} = [ 1 2 1 2 ] ;
74 code {18} = [ 1 2 1 ] ;
75 code {19} = [ 1 1 1 ] ;
76 code {20} = [ 2 ] ;
77 code {21} = [ 1 1 2 ] ;
78 code {22} = [ 1 1 1 2 ] ;
79 code {23} = [ 1 2 2 ] ;
80 code {24} = [ 2 1 1 2 ] ;
81 code {25} = [ 2 1 2 2 ] ;




84 code {27} = [ 1 2 1 2 1 2 ] ;
85 code {28} = [ 2 2 1 1 2 2 ] ;
86 code {29} = [ 1 1 2 2 1 1 ] ;
87 code {30} = [ 2 1 1 2 1 ] ;
88 % numbers
89 code {31} = [ 1 2 2 2 2 ] ;
90 code {32} = [ 1 1 2 2 2 ] ;
91 code {33} = [ 1 1 1 2 2 ] ;
92 code {34} = [ 1 1 1 1 2 ] ;
93 code {35} = [ 1 1 1 1 1 ] ;
94 code {36} = [ 2 1 1 1 1 ] ;
95 code {37} = [ 2 2 1 1 1 ] ;
96 code {38} = [ 2 2 2 1 1 ] ;
97 code {39} = [ 2 2 2 2 1 ] ;
98 code {40} = [ 2 2 2 2 2 ] ;
99 decode {1} = ’A ’ ;
100 decode {2} = ’B ’ ;
101 decode {3} = ’C ’ ;
102 decode {4} = ’D’ ;
103 decode {5} = ’E ’ ;
104 decode {6} = ’F ’ ;
105 decode {7} = ’G’ ;
106 decode {8} = ’H ’ ;
107 decode {9} = ’ I ’ ;
108 decode {10} = ’ J ’ ;
109 decode {11} = ’K’ ;
110 decode {12} = ’L ’ ;
111 decode {13} = ’M’ ;
112 decode {14} = ’N ’ ;
113 decode {15} = ’O’ ;
114 decode {16} = ’P ’ ;
115 decode {17} = ’Q’ ;
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116 decode {18} = ’R ’ ;
117 decode {19} = ’S ’ ;
118 decode {20} = ’T ’ ;
119 decode {21} = ’U ’ ;
120 decode {22} = ’V ’ ;
121 decode {23} = ’W’ ;
122 decode {24} = ’X ’ ;
123 decode {25} = ’Y ’ ;
124 decode {26} = ’Z ’ ;
125 decode {27} = ’ . ’ ;
126 decode {28} = ’ , ’ ;
127 decode {29} = ’ ? ’ ;
128 decode {30} = ’ / ’ ;
129 decode {31} = ’ 1 ’ ;
130 decode {32} = ’ 2 ’ ;
131 decode {33} = ’ 3 ’ ;
132 decode {34} = ’ 4 ’ ;
133 decode {35} = ’ 5 ’ ;
134 decode {36} = ’ 6 ’ ;
135 decode {37} = ’ 7 ’ ;
136 decode {38} = ’ 8 ’ ;
137 decode {39} = ’ 9 ’ ;
138 decode {40} = ’ 0 ’ ;
139 out1 = [ ] ;
140 % compare tokens to t a b l e s
141 %di sp l ay ( ’ Demorsed message : ’ ) ;
142 f o r j = 1 : l ength ( tokens4 )
143 %zero pad temp tok
144 out1 ( j ) =’ ’ ;
145 temp tok = [ tokens4 { j } ; z e r o s (6 − l ength ( tokens4 { j }) , 1) ] ;
146 i f i s e q u a l ( temp tok , [ − 3 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ] )
147 f p r i n t f ( ’ ’ ) ;
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148 e l s e
149 f o r k = 1 : l ength ( code )
150 i f ˜ i s e q u a l ( temp tok , [ code{k } ’ ; z e r o s (6 − l ength ( code{k}) ,
1) ] )
151 %di sp l ay ( ’ ! ! DECODING TOKEN ERROR ! ! ’ )
152 e l s e i f ( temp tok == [ code{k } ’ ; z e r o s (6 − l ength ( code{k}) ,
1) ] ) ;
153 out1 ( j ) = char ( decode{k}) ;
154 f p r i n t f ( ’%s ’ , decode{k}) ;




159 % i f didn ’ t f i n d a match
160 i f isempty ( out1 )
161 d i sp l ay ( ’ ! !NOT DETECTABLE MESSAGE! ! ’ )
162 end
163 % e l s e i f out1 ( j )==−1
164 % out1 ( j ) = ’ ’ ;
165 % end
166 end
167 f p r i n t f ( ’\n ’ ) ;
168 % semi−p r e t t i f y
169 % o u t s t r i n g = 32∗ ones (2∗ l ength ( out1 ) ,1 ) ;
170 % o u t s t r i n g ( 2 : 2 : end ) = out1 ;
171 % o u t s t r i n g = char ( out s t r ing ’ ) ;
172 % di sp l ay ( o u t s t r i n g ) ;
173 end
A.2 2PAM Backscatter Receiver
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % Spi ro s Daska lak i s %
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3 % l a s t Rev i s ion 11/7/2017 %
4 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
5 c l c ;
6 c l o s e a l l ;
7 c l e a r a l l ;
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 %pause (6 ) %wait s i x sec
10 %% RTL SDR parameters
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 GAIN=−15;
13 F ADC = 1e6 ; %1 MS/ s
14 DEC = 1 ;
15 Fs = F ADC/DEC;
16 Ts = 1/Fs ;
17 %% Sympol parameters
18 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
19 Tsymbol = 2 .8 e−3;
20 % put the Duration (T) or the s m a l l e s t Sympol o f the
b i t s t ream
21 % put 0 .990 e−3 => f o r 500 bps
22 % put 500e−6 => f o r 1 kbps
23 % put 202e−6 = f o r 2 kbps ( t ry 198)
24 Tbit=Tsymbol ∗2 ; % Datarate= 1/ Tbit => For 500 us
: 1 kbps
25 over = round ( Tsymbol/Ts ) ; % Oversampling f a c t o r
26 newover = 10 ; % Downsample f a c t o r
27 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
28 %% Tag Packet parameters
29 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
30 %Bitstreams length
31 preamble length =10; % NoFM0 prample=[1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 ] ;
32 i d l e n g t h =2; % NoFM0 ID=[0 1 ] ;
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33 u t i l l e n g t h =1; % NoFM0 util=[0 1 ] ;
34 codeword length =10; % NoFM0 DATA=[0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 ] ;
35 dummybit=1; %put a dummy b i t at the end o f packet
b i t s t ream f o r b e t t e r r e c e p t i o n
36 %%%
37 t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h=i d l e n g t h+preamble length+u t i l l e n g t h+
codeword length+dummybit ;
38 t o t a l p a c k e t d u r a t i o n=t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗Tbit ;
39 preamble durat ion=preamble length ∗Tbit ;
40 % Preamble in FM0 format with symbols ( not b i t s ) .
41 preamble symbols =[1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 ] ;
42 preamble = preamble symbols ; %try (2∗ preamble b i t s −1)=>
same r e s u l t
43 preamble neg=−1∗preamble symbols ;
44 preamble neg pos=2∗preamble symbols −1;
45 % bit s t r eams with Data and packet data conta ined in the
packet=>f o r v a l i d a t i o n perposes
46 f i x e d a t a =[0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 ] ;
47 f i x edpacke tdata =[0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 ] ; % id +
s e n s o r i d + f i x e d a t a
48 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
49 %% Sigmal Prose s ing Var i ab l e s
50 % For FFT p l o t s ( not used )
51 Reso lut ion = 1 ; % in Hz
52 N F = Fs/ Reso lut ion ;
53 F ax i s = −Fs /2 : Fs/N F : Fs/2−Fs/N F ;
54 %% Capture Window Parameters
55 f ramelength =3; %Window
=3∗packe t l eng th
56 t sampl ing = framelength ∗ t o t a l p a c k e t d u r a t i o n ; %
Sampling time frame ( seconds ) .




59 %% Import Datasets
60 f i = fopen ( ’ myf i fo ’ , ’ rb ’ ) ;
61 t = 0 : Ts : t sampl ing−Ts ;
62 HIST SIZE =1200;
63 datase t = [ ] ;
64 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%





70 %% Decoder General v a r i a b l e s
71 c o r r e c t p a c k e t s =0;
72 e r r o r p a c k e t s =0;
73 cut packe t s =0;
74 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 =0;
75 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 =0;
76 droped packets =0;
77 pos =1;
78 FLIPPED=0;
79 packets = 1 ;
80 counter =0;
81 nopacket ind =0;
82 nodroped packets =0;
83 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
84 %% Decoder FM0 vec to r s
85 bits FM0 2sd wayB = [ ] ;
86 d e c i s i o n b i t s B = [ ] ;
87 BER sum = [ ] ;
88 in fomatr = [ ] ;




91 %% Orthogonal pu l c e s f o r d e t e c t i o n
92 %D1
93 D1 ups=ze ro s (1 , newover ∗2) ;
94 D1 ups ( 1 : newover ) =1;
95 D1 ups ( newover+1:newover ∗2)=−1;
96 %D2
97 D2 ups=ze ro s (1 , newover ∗2) ;
98 D2 ups ( 1 : newover )=−1;




103 whi le (1 )
104 x = f r ead ( f i , 2∗N samples , ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ ) ; % get samples (∗2
f o r I−Q)
105 x = x ( 1 : 2 : end ) + j ∗x ( 2 : 2 : end ) ; % d e i n t e r l e a v i n g
106 counter = counter + 1 ;
107 % delay every two windows | | ===> c a p tu r e d e l ay ( durat ion=
packet window ) c a p t u r e d e l a y . . . . . .
108 i f ˜mod( counter , 2)
109 packets = packets + 1 ;
110 f p r i n t f ( ’ Packet=%d | \n ’ , packets )
111 %% Absolute opera t i on removes the unknown CFO
112 abstream=abs ( x ) . ˆ 2 ;
113 %% Matched f i l t e r i n g
114 matcheds=ones ( round ( Tsymbol/Ts ) ,1 ) ; % the pu l s e o f matched
f i l t e r has durat ion Tsymbol
115 dataconv=conv ( abstream , matcheds ) ; % aply the f i l t e r with
convo lut ion
116 %% Downsample same prosedure
117 t o t a l e n v d s = dataconv ( 1 : over /newover : end ) ; %% by f a c t o r o f
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10 to reduce the computat ional complexity
118 %% Time sync o f downsample
119 t o t a l e n v e l o p e = t o t a l e n v d s ( newover+1:end−newover+1) ; %
t o t a l e n v d s ( newover+1:end−newover+1) ;
120 %% remove the DC o f f s e t
121 t o t a l e n v e l o p e=t o t a l e nv e l op e−mean( t o t a l e n v d s ) ;
122 %% Reject windows i f the energy i s not much
123 % Calcu la te the energy in the packet . I f the energy i s l e s s
than a thresho ld , d i s ca rd packet .
124 energy= sum( t o t a l e n v e l o p e . ˆ 2 ) ;
125 maxpoint= max( abs ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) ) ;
126 %% Fl ip the packet i f i t s n e s s e s a r r y
127 %% Pos i t i on e s t imat ion o f packet with packet ’ s energy
synchron i za t i on
128 f o r k =1:1 : l ength ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )−( t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗2∗
newover )+1
129 energy synq ( k )=sum( abs ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ( k : k+
t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗2∗newover−1) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
130 end
131 % f i n d the s t a r t i n g po int o f packet
132 [ energy s inq max e n e r g y s i n q i n d ]=max( energy synq ) ;
133 %% Print Plot s
134 i f DEBUG en1==1;
135 t im e a x i s= 0 : Ts : Ts∗ l ength ( abstream )−Ts ; %same as
xaxis m= ( 1 : l ength ( abstream ) )∗Ts Captured s i g n a l
time a x i s .
136 % f f t
137 x f f t = f f t s h i f t ( f f t (x , N F) ) ;
138 F senso r e s t power =10∗ l og10 ( ( abs ( x f f t ) . ˆ 2 ) ∗Ts/50∗1 e3 )
−15;
139 f i g u r e (1 ) ;
140 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
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141 p lo t ( t ime ax i s , abstream ) ;
142 t i t l e ( ’Time Domain ’ )
143 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ ) ;
144 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
145 p lo t ( F ax i s /1000000 , F senso r e s t power ) ;
146 t i t l e ( ’ Frequency Domain ’ )
147 x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (MHz) ’ ) ;
148 drawnow ;
149 end
150 i f DEBUG en2==1;
151 f i g u r e (3 ) ;
152 t im e a x i s= 0 : Ts : Ts∗ l ength ( abstream )−Ts ;
153 time comv =0:Ts : Ts∗ l ength ( dataconv )−Ts ;
154 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
155 p lo t ( dataconv ) ;
156 t i t l e ( ’ Matched− f i l t e r e d ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,14 )
157 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ )
;
158 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
159 g r id on ;
160 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
161 p lo t ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) ;
162 t i t l e ( ’FLIPPED DOWNSAMPLED’ )
163 drawnow ;
164 end
165 i f DEBUG en3==1;
166 f i g u r e (5 ) ;
167 p lo t ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) ;
168 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ )
;
169 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;





173 %% dc zero o f f s e r
174 %% Assume symbol synchron izat ion , which can be implemented
us ing c o r r e l a t i o n with a sequence o f known b i t s in the
preamble
175 % comparison o f the detec ted preamble b i t s with the a p r i o r i
known b i t sequence
176 %convert the header to a time s e r i e s f o r the s p e c i f i c
sampling f requency and b i t durat ion .
177 %% c r e a t e the preamble neover format
178 preample neover=upsample ( preamble , newover ) ;
179 preample neg neover=upsample ( preamble neg , newover ) ;
180 %% Sync v ia ENERGY
181 f o r k =1:1 : l ength ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )− ( t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗2∗
newover )+1
182 energy synq ( k )=sum( abs ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ( k : k+
t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗2∗newover−1) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
183 end
184 [ energy s inq max e n e r g y s i n q i n d ]=max( energy synq ) ;
185 sumxor=0;
186 po in t e r1=ene rgy s inq ind−t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗2∗newover ;
187 %i f po inter1<=0 | | energy <= ENERGYTHRESS/3
188 %n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2=n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 +1;
189 %disp ’ Negative s t a r t 2 ’ ;
190 %cont inue ;
191 %end
192 %% Sync v ia preamble c o r r e l a t i o n
193 co r r sync out = xcorr ( preample neover , t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) ;
194 co r r sync out neg = xcor r ( preample neg neover , t o t a l e n v e l o p e
) ;
195 [m ind ] = max( co r r sync out ) ;
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196 [ m neg ind neg ] = max( co r r sync out neg ) ;
197 %n o t i c e that c o r r e l a t i o n produces a 1x (2L−1) vector , so
index must be s h i f t e d .
198 %the f o l l o w i n g opera t i on po in t s to the ” s t a r t ” o f the packet
.
199 i f (m < m neg )
200 s t a r t = length ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )−ind neg ;
201 e l s e
202 s t a r t = length ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )−ind ;
203 end
204 i f ( s t a r t <= 0)
205 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 = n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 + 1 ;
206 di sp ’ Negative s t a r t 1 ’ ;
207 cont inue ;
208 %% Check i f the detec ted packet i s cut in the middle .
209 e l s e i f s t a r t +(( t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ) ∗2)∗newover > l ength (
t o t a l e n v e l o p e )
210 cut packe t s = cut packe t s + 1 ;
211 di sp ’ Packet cut in the middle ! ’ ;
212 cont inue ;
213 end
214 s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B=t o t a l e n v e l o p e ( s t a r t+length (
preample neover )−newover−1: s t a r t+t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗2∗
newover ) ;
215 f o r x i =1:newover ∗2 : l ength ( s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B )−newover∗2
216 sample2=s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ( x i : x i+newover∗2−1) ;
217 sumD1 ups=sum( D1 ups .∗ sample2 ’ ) ;
218 sumD2 ups=sum( D2 ups .∗ sample2 ’ ) ;
219 i f ( sumD1 ups > sumD2 ups )
220 bits FM0 2sd wayB=[bits FM0 2sd wayB , 1 ] ;
221 e l s e





225 j im =1;
226 f o r indx =2:1 : l ength ( bits FM0 2sd wayB )
227 i f bits FM0 2sd wayB ( indx ) == bits FM0 2sd wayB ( indx−1)
228 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( jim ) =0;
229 e l s e
230 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( jim ) =1;
231 end
232 j im=jim +1;
233 end
234 i d e s t B = d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( 1 : i d l e n g t h ) ;
235 s e n s o r i d e s t B = d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( i d l e n g t h + 1 : i d l e n g t h +
u t i l l e n g t h ) ;
236 d a t a b i t s e s B = d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( i d l e n g t h+u t i l l e n g t h + 1 :
end ) ;
237 i f i s e q u a l ( d e c i s i o n b i t s B , f i xedpacke tdata )
238 di sp ’ Packet Correct ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ’ ;
239 ENERGYTHRESS=energy ;
240 ENERGYTHRESS1=maxpoint ;
241 c o r r e c t p a c k e t s=c o r r e c t p a c k e t s +1;
242 e l s e
243 di sp ’ Packet WRONGGGG
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ’ ;
244 e r r o r i n d =[ e r ro r ind , packets ] ;
245 e r r o r p a c k e t s=e r r o r p a c k e t s +1;
246 BER sum( e r r o r p a c k e t s ) = sum( xor ( d e c i s i o n b i t s B ,
f i xedpacke tdata ) ) ;
247 end
248 bits FM0 2sd wayB = [ ] ;




251 i f (mod( packets , HIST SIZE ) ==0)
252 in fomatr (1 )=c o r r e c t p a c k e t s ;
253 in fomatr (2 )=e r r o r p a c k e t s ;
254 in fomatr (3 )=n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1+n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 ;
255 in fomatr (4 )=cut packe t s ;
256 in fomatr (5 )=e r r o r p a c k e t s /( c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s )
;
257 in fomatr (6 )= sum(BER sum) ;
258 in fomatr (7 )= sum(BER sum) /( ( c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s )
∗ l ength ( f i xedpacke tdata ) ) ;
259 f p r i n t f ( ’ Corecct Packets=%d | Packet Error=%d\n ’ ,
c o r r e c t p a c k e t s , e r r o r p a c k e t s )
260 f p r i n t f ( ’ Negative S t a r t s=%d |Cut Packets=%d\n ’ ,
n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 , cu t packe t s )
261 f p r i n t f ( ’ Negative S ta r t s 2=%d\n ’ , n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 )
262 %PER i s the number o f i n c o r r e c t l y r e c e i v e d data packets
d iv ided by the t o t a l number o f r e c e i v e d packets .
263 f p r i n t f ( ’ Packet Error Rate=%d\n ’ , e r r o r p a c k e t s / (
c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s ) )
264 %f p r i n t f ( ’ Bit e r r o r ra t e mean(BER)=%d\n ’ , mean( BER int ) )
265 f p r i n t f ( ’ Bit e r r o r r a t e (BER)=%d\n ’ , sum(BER sum) /( (
c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s )∗ l ength ( f i xedpacke tdata ) )
)
266 r e turn ;
267 end
268 end
A.3 4PAM Backscatter Receiver
1 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 % Spi ro s Daska lak i s %




5 c l c ;
6 c l o s e a l l ;
7 c l e a r a l l ;
8 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
9 %pause (6 ) %wait s i x sec
10 %% RTL SDR parameters
11 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
12 GAIN=−15;
13 F ADC = 1e6 ; %1 MS/ s
14 DEC = 1 ;
15 Fs = F ADC/DEC;
16 Ts = 1/Fs ;
17 %% Sympol parameters
18 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
19 Tsymbol = 5 .85 e−3 ;
20 %Tsymbol = 200e−6 ;
21 Tbit=Tsymbol /2 ; % Datarate= 1/ Tbit => For 500 us
: 1 kbps
22 over = round ( Tsymbol/Ts ) ; % Oversampling f a c t o r
23 newover = 585 ; % Downsample f a c t o r
24 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
25 %% Tag Packet parameters
26 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
27 %Bitstreams length
28 preamble length =10; % NoFM0 prample=[1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 ] ;
29 i d l e n g t h =2; % NoFM0 ID=[0 1 ] ;
30 u t i l l e n g t h =2; % NoFM0 util=[0 1 ] ;
31 codeword length =14; % NoFM0 DATA=[0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 0 1 ] ;
32 dummybit=0; %put a dummy b i t at the end o f packet




34 t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h =( i d l e n g t h+preamble length+u t i l l e n g t h+
codeword length+dummybit ) /2 ;
35 t o t a l p a c k e t d u r a t i o n=t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗Tsymbol ;
36 preamble durat ion=preamble length ∗Tbit ;
37 % Preamble in FM0 format with symbols ( not b i t s ) .
38 preamble =[+3,−3,+3,−3, +3] ;
39 preamble neg=−1∗preamble ;
40 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
41 % bit s t r eams with Data and packet data conta ined in the
packet=>f o r v a l i d a t i o n perposes
42 f i x edpacke tdata =[0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 ] ; % id + s e n s o r i d + f i x e d a t a
43 ipHat = ze ro s (1 , l ength ( f i xedpacke tdata ) /2) ;
44 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
45 %% Sigmal Prose s ing Var i ab l e s
46 % For FFT p l o t s ( not used )
47 Reso lut ion = 1 ; % in Hz
48 N F = Fs/ Reso lut ion ;
49 F ax i s = −Fs /2 : Fs/N F : Fs/2−Fs/N F ;
50 %% Capture Window Parameters
51 f ramelength =3; %Window
=3∗packe t l eng th
52 t sampl ing = framelength ∗ t o t a l p a c k e t d u r a t i o n ; %
Sampling time frame ( seconds ) .
53 N samples = round ( Fs∗ t sampl ing ) ;
54 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
55 %% Import Datasets
56 f i = fopen ( ’PAMAmbient ’ , ’ rb ’ ) ;
57 t = 0 : Ts : t sampl ing−Ts ;
58 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%







64 %% Decoder General v a r i a b l e s
65 c o r r e c t p a c k e t s =0;
66 e r r o r p a c k e t s =0;
67 cut packe t s =0;
68 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 =0;
69 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 =0;
70 droped packets =0;
71 pos =1;
72 FLIPPED=0;
73 packets = 1 ;
74 counter =0;
75 nopacket ind =0;
76 nodroped packets =0;
77 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
78 %% Decoder FM0 vec to r s
79 bits FM0 2sd wayB = [ ] ;
80 d e c i s i o n b i t s B=ze ro s (1 , l ength ( f i x edpacke tdata ) ) ;
81 BER sum = [ ] ;
82 in fomatr = [ ] ;
83 e r r o r i n d = [ ] ;
84 datase t= [ ] ;
85 HIST SIZE =500;
86 whi le (1 )
87 x = f r ead ( f i , 2∗N samples , ’ f l o a t 3 2 ’ ) ; % get samples (∗2
f o r I−Q)
88 x = x ( 1 : 2 : end ) + j ∗x ( 2 : 2 : end ) ; % d e i n t e r l e a v i n g
89 counter = counter + 1 ;
90 % delay every two windows | | ===> c a p tu r e d e l ay ( durat ion=
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packet window ) c a p t u r e d e l a y . . . . . .
91 i f ˜mod( counter , 2)
92 packets = packets + 1 ;
93 f p r i n t f ( ’ Packet=%d | \n ’ , packets )
94 %% Absolute opera t i on removes the unknown CFO
95 abstream=abs ( x ) . ˆ 2 ;
96 %% Matched f i l t e r i n g
97 matcheds=ones ( round ( Tsymbol/Ts ) ,1 ) ; % the pu l s e o f
matched f i l t e r has durat ion Tsymbol
98 dataconv=conv ( abstream , matcheds ) ; % aply the f i l t e r
with convo lut ion
99 dataconv=dataconv / length ( matcheds ) ;
100 %% Downsample same prosedure
101 t o t a l e n v d s = dataconv ( 1 : c e i l ( over /newover ) : end ) ; %% by
f a c t o r o f 10 to reduce the computat ional complexity
102 %% Time sync o f downsample
103 t o t a l e n v e l o p e a = t o t a l e n v d s ( newover+1:end−newover+1) ;
% t o t a l e n v d s ( newover+1:end−newover+1) ;
104 %% remove the DC o f f s e t
105 t o t a l e n v e l o p e=to ta l enve l opea−mean( t o t a l e n v e l o p e a ) ;
106 %% Sync v ia ENERGY
107 f o r k =1:1 : l ength ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )− ( t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗
newover )+1
108 energy synq ( k )=sum( abs ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ( k : k+
t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗newover−1−newover ) ) . ˆ 2 ) ;
109 end
110 [ energy s inq max e n e r g y s i n q i n d ]=max( energy synq ) ;
111 po in t e r1=ene rgy s inq ind−t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗newover
112 i f po inter1<=0
113 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2=n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 +1;
114 di sp ’ Negative s t a r t 2 ’ ;




117 i f DEBUG en1==1;
118 t im e a x i s= 0 : Ts : Ts∗ l ength ( abstream )−Ts ; %same as
xaxis m= ( 1 : l ength ( abstream ) )∗Ts Captured s i g n a l time
a x i s .
119 % f f t
120 x f f t = f f t s h i f t ( f f t (x , N F) ) ;
121 F senso r e s t power =10∗ l og10 ( ( abs ( x f f t ) . ˆ 2 ) ∗Ts/50∗1 e3 )
−15;
122 f i g u r e (1 ) ;
123 %subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
124 p lo t ( t ime ax i s , abstream ) ;
125 t i t l e ( ’ Absolute−squared ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,14 )
126 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
127 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
128 g r id on ;
129 drawnow ;
130 end
131 %% dc zero o f f s e r
132 %% Assume symbol synchron izat ion , which can be implemented
us ing c o r r e l a t i o n with a sequence o f known b i t s in the
preamble
133 % comparison o f the detec ted preamble b i t s with the a p r i o r i
known b i t sequence
134 %convert the header to a time s e r i e s f o r the s p e c i f i c
sampling f requency and b i t durat ion .
135 %% c r e a t e the preamble neover format
136 preample neover=upsample ( preamble , newover ) ;
137 preample neg neover=upsample ( preamble neg , newover ) ;
138 %% Sync v ia preamble c o r r e l a t i o n
139 co r r sync out = xcorr ( preample neover , t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) ;




141 [m ind ] = max( co r r sync out ) ;
142 [ m neg ind neg ] = max( co r r sync out neg ) ;
143 %n o t i c e that c o r r e l a t i o n produces a 1x (2L−1) vector , so
index must be s h i f t e d .
144 %the f o l l o w i n g opera t i on po in t s to the ” s t a r t ” o f the packet
.
145 i f (m < m neg )
146 s t a r t = length ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )−ind neg ;
147 t o t a l e n v e l o p e=−t o t a l e n v e l o p e ;
148 t o t a l e n v e l o p e a=−t o t a l e n v e l o p e a ;
149 e l s e
150 s t a r t = length ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e )−ind ;
151 end
152 i f ( s t a r t <= 0)
153 n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 = n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 + 1 ;
154 di sp ’ Negative s t a r t ’ ;
155 cont inue ;
156 e l s e i f s t a r t +(( t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ) )∗newover > l ength (
t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) %% Check i f the detec ted packet i s cut
in the middle .
157 cut packe t s = cut packe t s + 1 ;
158 di sp ’ Packet cut in the middle ! ’ ;
159 cont inue ;
160 end
161 i f DEBUG en2==1;
162 f i g u r e (2 ) ;
163 subplot (2 , 1 , 1) ;
164 p lo t ( dataconv ) ;
165 t i t l e ( ’ Matched− f i l t e r e d ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,14 )




167 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
168 g r id on ;
169 subplot (2 , 1 , 2) ;
170 p lo t ( t o t a l e n v e l o p e ) ;
171 t i t l e ( ’DOWNSAMPLED DC Removal ’ )
172 x l a b e l ( ’Time ( Sec ) ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ )
;
173 y l a b e l ( ’ Amplitude ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,12 , ’ FontWeight ’ , ’ bold ’ ) ;
174 drawnow ;
175 end
176 as=c e i l ( newover /10) ;
177 s i ma sh i f t ed=t o t a l e n v e l o p e a ( s t a r t : s t a r t+t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗
newover ) ;
178 Sm3=s i ma sh i f t ed (3∗ newover−as :3∗ newover+as ) ;
179 V0= var (Sm3) ;
180 M0=mean(Sm3) ;
181 Sp3=s i ma sh i f t ed (4∗ newover−as :4∗ newover+as ) ;
182 V3= var ( Sp3 ) ;
183 M3=mean( Sp3 ) ;
184 Sm1=s i ma sh i f t ed (5∗ newover−as :5∗ newover+as ) ;
185 V1= var (Sm1) ;
186 M1=mean(Sm1) ;
187 Sp1=s i ma sh i f t ed (6∗ newover−as :6∗ newover+as ) ;
188 V2= var ( Sp1 ) ;
189 M2=mean( Sp1 ) ;
190 SimpleTress01 =(( s q r t (V1)∗M0+s q r t (V0)∗M1) /( s q r t (V1)+s q r t (V0) )
)+( s q r t (V1) ∗(V1−V0) /(2∗ s q r t (V0) ∗(M1−M0) ) ) ;
191 SimpleTress12 =(( s q r t (V1)∗M2+s q r t (V2)∗M1) /( s q r t (V1)+s q r t (V2) )
)+( s q r t (V2) ∗(V2−V1) /(2∗ s q r t (V1) ∗(M2−M1) ) ) ;
192 SimpleTress23 =(( s q r t (V2)∗M3+s q r t (V3)∗M2) /( s q r t (V3)+s q r t (V2) )
)+( s q r t (V3) ∗(V3−V2) /(2∗ s q r t (V2) ∗(M3−M2) ) ) ;
193 s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B=t o t a l e n v e l o p e a ( s t a r t+length (
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preample neover ) +1: s t a r t+t o t a l p a c k e t l e n g t h ∗newover ) ;
194 x=s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ( 1 : newover : end ) ;
195 % quant ize the input s i g n a l x to the alphabet
196 % using nea r e s t ne ighbor method
197 % alphabet : −3; −1; 1 ; 3
198 ipHat ( f i n d (x< SimpleTress01 ) ) = −3;
199 ipHat ( f i n d (x>= SimpleTress23 ) ) = 3 ;
200 ipHat ( f i n d (x>=SimpleTress01 & x<SimpleTress12 ) ) = −1;
201 ipHat ( f i n d (x>=SimpleTress12 & x<SimpleTress23 ) ) = 1 ;
202 y b i t s=ipHat
203 i f DEBUG en3==1;
204 f i g u r e (6 ) ;
205 c l f ( ’ r e s e t ’ )
206 y1=1:newover : l ength ( s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ) ;
207 p lo t ( y1 , x , ’∗ ’ ) ;
208 hold on
209 p lo t ( s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ) ;
210 p lo t ( SimpleTress01∗ones (1 , l ength ( s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ) ) ,
’− ’ ) ;
211 p lo t ( SimpleTress12∗ones (1 , l ength ( s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ) ) ,
’− ’ ) ;
212 p lo t ( SimpleTress23∗ones (1 , l ength ( s h i f t e d s y n c s i g n a l B ) ) ,
’− ’ ) ;
213 t i t l e ( ’ S ta r t Points ’ , ’ FontSize ’ ,14)
214 l egend ( ’ S ta r t Symbol Point ’ , ’ Packet−S igna l ’ , ’ Thres01 ’ , ’
Thres12 ’ , ’ Thres23 ’ )
215 g r id on ;
216 drawnow ;
217 end
218 b i t s i n d =1;
219 %(−3 | | 00)−−−−(−1 | | 01)−−−−−−(1 | | 11)−−−−−(3 | | 10)
220 f o r i =1: l ength ( y b i t s )
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221 i f y b i t s ( i )==−3
222 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d ) =0;
223 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d +1)=0;
224 e l s e i f y b i t s ( i )==−1
225 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d ) =0;
226 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d +1)=1;
227 e l s e i f y b i t s ( i )==1
228 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d ) =1;
229 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d +1)=1;
230 e l s e i f y b i t s ( i )==3
231 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d ) =1;
232 d e c i s i o n b i t s B ( b i t s i n d +1)=0;
233 end
234 b i t s i n d=b i t s i n d +2;
235 end
236 f i n a l p a c k e t=d e c i s i o n b i t s B ;
237 i f i s e q u a l ( f i n a l p a c k e t , f i x edpacke tdata )
238 di sp ’ Packet Correct ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ’ ;
239 c o r r e c t p a c k e t s=c o r r e c t p a c k e t s +1;
240 i f ( c o r r e c t p a c k e t s ==2)
241 %return ;
242 end
243 e l s e
244 di sp ’ Packet WRONGGGG−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− ’ ;
245 e r r o r p a c k e t s=e r r o r p a c k e t s +1;
246 BER sum( e r r o r p a c k e t s ) = sum( xor ( d e c i s i o n b i t s B ,
f i xedpacke tdata ) ) ;
247 end
248 end
249 d e c i s i o n b i t s B = [ ] ;
250 i f (mod( packets , HIST SIZE ) ==0)
251 in fomatr (1 )=c o r r e c t p a c k e t s ;
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252 in fomatr (2 )=e r r o r p a c k e t s ;
253 in fomatr (3 )=n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1+n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 ;
254 in fomatr (4 )=cut packe t s ;
255 in fomatr (5 )=e r r o r p a c k e t s /( c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s )
;
256 in fomatr (6 )= sum(BER sum) ;
257 in fomatr (7 )= sum(BER sum) /( ( c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s )
∗ l ength ( f i xedpacke tdata ) ) ;
258 f p r i n t f ( ’ Corecct Packets=%d | Packet Error=%d\n ’ ,
c o r r e c t p a c k e t s , e r r o r p a c k e t s )
259 f p r i n t f ( ’ Negative S t a r t s=%d |Cut Packets=%d\n ’ ,
n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 1 , cu t packe t s )
260 f p r i n t f ( ’ Negative S ta r t s 2=%d\n ’ , n e g a t i v e s t a r t s 2 )
261 %PER i s the number o f i n c o r r e c t l y r e c e i v e d data packets
d iv ided by the t o t a l number o f r e c e i v e d packets .
262 f p r i n t f ( ’ Packet Error Rate=%d\n ’ , e r r o r p a c k e t s / (
c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s ) )
263 f p r i n t f ( ’ Bit e r r o r r a t e (BER)=%d\n ’ , sum(BER sum) /( (
c o r r e c t p a c k e t s+e r r o r p a c k e t s )∗ l ength ( f i xedpacke tdata ) )
)
264 save ( ’ 4PAM FM CW min10 500 pakets 1MSps myway ’ , ’ in fomatr ’ )
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